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We know that Downtown is a 
crossroads of our city, a place where 
people come from different cultures, 
from different regions and all around 
our community. Downtown is a place 
with a bright future. 

- Mayor Quinton Lucas

A LETTER FROM THE 
STEERING COMMITTEE 
“Imagine”.... Could there be a more inspiring 
way to contemplate tomorrow?

It begs us to think, to visualize, to dream. 
It opens a door to step forward from what 
we know today,  in search of an even better 
tomorrow. 

Over the last 20 months - all throughout the 
pandemic - local business and community 
leaders banded together, most often 
virtually, to imagine the future of Downtown 
Kansas City, Missouri. Led by the nonprofi t 
Downtown Council of Kansas City, the 
process attracted both long-time stakeholders 
and emerging new voices across the diverse 
neighborhoods of greater Downtown KC 
to work together … to break barriers and 
challenge conventional wisdom en route to 
engineering the Imagine Downtown KC 2030
strategic plan.

This was no small feat considering what our 
country and the world have experienced since 
the planning process began.

COVID-19 has upended norms, disrupted 
trends, and presented numerous challenges to 
downtowns and their adjacent neighborhoods 
across America. The impact on all of us, 
including communities of color, small and 
larger businesses, restaurants, the arts, 
creative industries, and for everyone has been 
profound. 

Like most Americans, Kansas Citians have 
been forced to adapt how they do business, 
care for loved ones, advance their careers, 
access education, socialize, and simply make 
ends meet. 

On top of this,  events in 2020 sparked 
a national and local awakening to racial 
injustice and social inequality. Kansas Citians 
joined communities across America in local 
conversation about righting wrongs, making 
communities more inclusive, stronger, and 
making them better in the future.

These events, and the realizations that 
followed, mandate the need for an ambitious 
and forward-thinking strategic plan for 
Downtown that directly aims to signifi cantly 
improve upon these problems, take into 

account and address long-standing injustices, 
and chart a more inclusive and prosperous 
future for all who are part of our greater, 
Downtown Kansas City.

In light of these challenges, the work that 
produced this plan was outward-looking, 
inclusive, exciting, and full of optimism about 
what can be. 

The resulting Imagine Downtown KC 2030
strategic plan is designed to serve as the 
primary vision-setting and policy blueprint for 
shaping a stronger, even better, more resilient 
community with an unfl inching commitment 
to creating an equitable, inclusive and vibrant 
Downtown.

Whether you live, work, play, or govern in the 
diverse neighborhoods that make up the heart 
of Kansas City, you can join us by turning 
the Imagine plan’s vision into a new reality 
for Downtown Kansas City today and for 
generations to come.    

INTRODUCTION
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WHY CREATE A 
DOWNTOWN PLAN? 
By many measures, Downtown Kansas 
City has set the standard for downtowns 
throughout the Midwest and beyond. 

Its diverse and robust economic base, 
anchored by strong Downtown businesses, 
has catalyzed an exciting cultural scene 
and fostered a burgeoning environment of 
nightlife, arts, and entertainment. From high-
rise apartments to low-rise townhouses, urban 
living opportunities abound, bringing life 
and activity into the fabric of this historic city 
center. Entrepreneurs and start-up companies 
are fostering new ideas and creating new jobs. 
In addition, the opening of the KC Streetcar 
established Downtown Kansas City as a 
model for forward-thinking approaches to 
transit. This invaluable asset is the envy of 
downtowns across America and has led to 
catalytic growth along the streetcar’s north-
south corridor, extending from the River 
Market through the Crossroads Arts District. 
These qualities and assets, combined with 
other home-grown offerings that refl ect 
the genuine and unique authenticity of 

Downtown, have attracted outside investment 
and scores of young professionals from 
around the nation. Downtown Kansas City is 
on a roll.

However, this prosperity and momentum 
is not shared by all. While this growth and 
change has spurred new opportunities, a 
diverse jobs base, and a creative resurgence 
in the city’s core, the surrounding 
neighborhoods to the east and west of 
Downtown have not captured the same 
energy. Neighborhoods such as the historic 
18th and Vine—home of the Negro Leagues 
Baseball Museum and the beating heart of 
the city’s jazz culture—have not enjoyed the 
same levels of investment and prosperity 
as the Downtown core. The West Bottoms 
neighborhood has also experienced limited 
neighborhood investment and, like districts 
to the east of the urban core, lacks the 
direct connectivity to the city center offered 
by the KC Streetcar. This unequal access 
to opportunity is a major challenge for 
neighborhoods surrounding Downtown and 
is critical to address in building a sustainable, 
healthy, and equitable urban core. 

I N T R O D U C T I O NI N T R O D U C T I O N     ||        oneone

The best strategic plans feature a quality 
they don’t teach you in business school. Of 
course, planners must set goals, establish 
actions to achieve those goals, and 
mobilize resources to execute the actions. 
That’s the textbook version.

The Imagine Downtown KC Strategic 
Plan relies on the traditional framework, 
but reaches deeper into the hearts of the 
people and neighborhoods that make 
Downtown Kansas City unique and 
remarkable. It’s fi lled with compassion, 
fueled by the human experience, and a 
passion to create an equitable, inclusive, 
and vibrant urban place.

-Lynn Carlton, Downtown Council Chair

3
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FROM “THE NEW NORMAL” 
TO NEW OPPORTUNITIES
Despite challenges from the COVID-19 
pandemic as well as those lingering from deeply 
rooted inequalities, the current environment 
provides rich opportunities for a new trajectory 
for Downtown Kansas City’s short-term 
recovery and long-term prosperity. Kansas 
Citians are resilient and resourceful. There 
is a need to implement quick fi xes as well 
as embark upon transformative long-term 
projects, establish clear channels of dialogue 
and collaboration, and facilitate investment 
in neighborhood centers—all with the goal of 
creating tangible and positive change through 
the next decade and beyond.  

Specifi c opportunities abound. An 
interconnected and accessible city center is key 
to equitable growth. The demonstrated success 
of the KC Streetcar proves that transit works 

for Downtown Kansas City (abbreviated to 
Downtown KC throughout this document). 
Further expanding the scale and frequency of 
transit, particularly to and from neighborhoods 
east and west of Downtown, will break down 
physical barriers and bring vibrancy to key 
corridors traversing the city. This will support the 
connectedness of neighborhoods and create a 
seamless transit network that builds a cohesive 
urban environment for all. 

The post-pandemic era also presents more 
economic opportunities for Downtown KC. 
Pent-up demand for new business activity 
is on the horizon, granting a chance for 
emerging enterprises to pilot their concepts in 
a reinvigorated business climate. While offi ce 
trends have been disrupted, the Downtown 
market will adapt to shifts in how and where 
employers and employees work, how offi ce 
spaces are confi gured and how they interact with 
the outdoor environment, and how employee 

access and commute patterns are understood 
and managed. 

Perhaps the most important opportunity 
for profound change lies in the vital 
neighborhoods surrounding the Downtown. 
These neighborhoods offer more than 
just houses for residents; they are home to 
invaluable cultural assets and hold untapped 
opportunities to become thriving community 
centers. However, some of these neighborhoods 
have been neglected and subjected to 
underinvestment. Downtown KC needs to have 
essential neighborhood amenities and services, 
policies that adapt to the economic climate, 
and stable and affordable housing options to 
ensure the equitable distribution of resources 
and investment. This will reverse the trends 
experienced in the past and allow communities 
to better invest in themselves, preserving their 
own unique identity and elevating their historic 
and cultural contributions to the Downtown. 

4
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OUR COMMUNITY’S            
CALL TO ACTION
In light of these conditions, trends, and 
opportunities, the Imagine Downtown Kansas 
City 2030 Strategic Plan (Imagine Downtown 
KC or the Plan) is the community’s blueprint for 
guiding growth, development, and reinvestment 
in greater Downtown over the next 10 years. 
It represents a critical shift in Downtown’s arc, 
building from the struggles and triumphs of years 
past and embracing the optimism and drive to 
create a better future. This strategic, forward-
thinking Plan aims to leverage Downtown’s most 
unique cultural and creative qualities. It provides 
pathways to prosperity, sustainability, and equity 
for all of Downtown KC. 

PLAN FOUNDATION
Plan development relied on a rigorous technical 
analysis of existing conditions and a robust 
community participation program. The process 
involved examining existing policies, reports, 
maps, and data related to demographics, 
economics, assets, and opportunities. 
Community members and stakeholders provided 
valuable insight to shape the Plan’s core goals, 
strategies, and projects. 

5
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PLANNING CONTEXT 

STUDY AREA

Figure 1.1 (Regional Context) shows Downtown’s 
location in the greater region. The Imagine 
Downtown KC study area includes the greater 
Downtown, bounded by the Kansas/Missouri 
state line to the west, the Missouri River to the 
north, Woodland Avenue to the east, and 31st 
Street to the south. While previous Downtown 
plans limited their scope to the Central Business 
District, Crossroads Arts District, and River 
Market neighborhoods, Imagine Downtown KC 
intentionally includes neighborhoods from West 
Bottoms and South Westside and as far east as 
18th and Vine, Independence Plaza, Pendleton 
Heights, and Wendell Phillips. Figure 2.1 on page 
12 (Downtown KC Neighborhoods) illustrates 
these neighborhoods and delineates the focus of 
this planning effort. 
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OTHER DOWNTOWN PLANS
The following existing and parallel planning initiatives informed the development of Imagine Downtown KC. 

6
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DOWNTOWN CORRIDOR DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 
(2001)

The Downtown Corridor Development Strategy was 
the most recent major initiative focused specifi cally 
on Downtown KC. The document, which was 
last updated in 2005 and commissioned by the 
Civic Council of Greater Kansas City, developed 
strategies for creating a stronger sense of place in 
the Downtown. Additionally, it prioritized a set 
of targeted investment opportunities, elevated 
arts and cultural assets, and promoted the overall 
enhancement of public spaces. The initiative also 
established a timetable for the implementation of key 
Downtown projects, including project phasing for up 
to 20 years from the Plan adoption date. Strategies 
focused mainly on the Central Business District and 
Crossroads neighborhoods. 

GREATER DOWNTOWN AREA PLAN (2010 and 2018)

The Greater Downtown Area Plan (GDAP) was 
prepared for the City of Kansas City in 2010 and 
updated in 2018. The Plan created a comprehensive 
vision for Greater Downtown KC, including 
the Central Business District and surrounding 
neighborhoods. The GDAP’s goals centered on 
creating a walkable environment, expanding the 
population and employment base, fostering safe 
and authentic neighborhoods, and promoting 
sustainability. The planning process involved 
robust stakeholder engagement that led to a 
series of recommendations, many of which have 
been successfully implemented. The Plan update 
featured additional community engagement but 
maintained the primary principles of the goals and 
vision of the original GDAP. The resulting update 
refreshed recommendations and recalibrated the 
Plan based on recent changes and implemented 
recommendations. 

KANSAS CITY COMPREHENSIVE PLAN — THE KC SPIRIT 
PLAYBOOK (2022)

The City of Kansas City is in the process of 
updating its comprehensive plan, branded as the 
KC Spirit Playbook. The previous iteration of the 
comprehensive plan was adopted in 1997, making 
the KC Spirit Playbook effort a highly involved 
community and stakeholder engagement exercise. 
Findings from this effort will take the form of goals 
and strategies for leveraging assets, identifying 
trends, and addressing challenges. The KC Spirit 
Playbook is anticipated to be fi nalized in mid-2022.
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EXISTING CONDITIONS

DEMOGRAPHICS 
While the population of Downtown KC varies 
depending on the boundaries drawn, the 
Downtown has certainly experienced dramatic 
growth by many measures within the past 
20 years. The Downtown Council of Kansas 
City (Downtown Council) estimates that the 
population of Downtown KC was 28,148 
residents in 2019—a substantial increase (over 
30%) from 21,509 residents documented 
in the 2010 Census. Projections indicate 
the Downtown population could increase 
to around 36,000 by 2026, well within this 
Plan’s timeframe. The population growth and 
continued surges in housing demand have 
spurred serious conversations around housing 
affordability, both in terms of homeownership 
and rental tenure.

Like many other metro areas across the country, 
Downtown KC has become increasingly diverse. 
This is especially true when compared to 
Kansas City as a whole, which is 72.5% White, 
compared to 50.5% in the Downtown area. 
Blacks and Latinos make up 28.7% and 14.2% 
of the Downtown KC population, respectively, 
while Asians make up 3.6%. 

In addition to being diverse, Downtown 
KC is young. The Millennial generation, 
roughly represented by those aged 24-40, 
comprises over half (51.6%) of the Downtown 
population—a far greater share than any other 
age cohort. In addition, the number of residents 
aged 25-34 is anticipated to increase through 
2025, indicating that Downtown continues to 
attract young, early-career professionals. 

ECONOMICS 
Pre-COVID-19 pandemic, Downtown KC 
maintained a low unemployment rate (estimated 
at 3.9%) and was clearly the regional economic 
center. Dozens of corporate headquarters are 
based Downtown, anchoring a fi rm economic 
and jobs base that supports a myriad of other 
industries and bolsters a strong arts, culture, 
and culinary scene. The density in jobs was 
strongly focused in the Central Business District 
and Crossroads Arts District. Neighborhoods 
east and west of the Downtown core had far 
lower job density. Services and retail trade 
sectors comprised a large portion of the number 
of businesses in Downtown KC, followed by 
fi nance, insurance, real estate, and government. 

The pandemic of 2020 disrupted regional 
markets and severely impacted retail and service 
sectors, including brick and mortar shops and 
restaurants. The impacts continue to be felt 

and will almost certainly affect tax revenues in 
the coming fi scal years. However, at this Plan’s 
writing (2021), there is increasing optimism and 
recognition of opportunities for small business 
recovery and burgeoning new enterprises. 

Imagine Downtown KC provides a framework 
for short-term recovery as well as long-term 
programs to create a well-educated, resilient, 
and forward-thinking workforce to strengthen 
Downtown KC’s economic base. Specifi c 
impacts, as well as economic stabilization and 
recovery strategies, are detailed in Chapter 3: 
Market and Economic Analysis. 

ASSETS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Downtown KC offers a livable urban 
environment and an authentic Downtown 
experience. Compared to other metropolitan 
areas in the United States, Downtown KC is very 
affordable. Numerous parks and green spaces 
and iconic fountains are located throughout 
Downtown KC and are cherished amenities, 
enjoyed by locals and visitors. A strong cultural 
scene draws visitors from around the country 
to savor local cuisine and music and enjoy 
the vibrant City Market in the River Market 
neighborhood and KC Live!. Beyond this, 18th 
and Vine offers a genuine experience that can be 
better incorporated into the fabric of Downtown. 

7
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CHALLENGES
Equity and community representation are 
major challenges facing the Downtown. While 
much of the Downtown has thrived, east and 
west communities have simply not experienced 
an equal degree of investment and attention. 
These areas have experienced slow growth, job 
shortages, lack of access to basic amenities 
and housing, and poor accessibility to 
other neighborhoods. Freeways, railroad 
alignments, and topographical barriers constrain 
access and cohesion in neighborhoods east 
and west of the Central Business District. 
These physical impediments exacerbate the 
unequal distribution of investment and capital 
improvements across the city center.

Further, natural topography and extensive 
non-permeable hardscape put pressure on the 
stormwater drainage infrastructure, increasing 
environmental risks related to fl ooding and 
stormwater management.

COMMUNITY AND STAKEHOLDER 
ENGAGEMENT
The Plan is based on a comprehensive 
community engagement effort. The 
engagement strategy was designed to spark new 
conversations with underserved communities 
in neighborhoods around the Downtown, as 
well as continue dialogue with key Downtown 
stakeholders. The COVID-19 pandemic initially 
complicated the engagement effort, which had 

been structured around a series of in-person 
workshops in and around Downtown. Instead, 
the community engagement team pivoted 
the approach to create a multimedia-based 
approach that included online workshops and 
surveys, stakeholder and focus group meetings, 
online surveys, a podcast series, and a set 
of “Community Conversations” specifi cally 
designed to foster discussion with neighborhood 
leaders representing areas and groups east and 
west of Downtown’s central neighborhoods. 
These conversations pointed to new trends, 
opportunities, and challenges. Despite the 
constraints presented by the pandemic and 
social distancing measures, the team conducted 
impactful engagement to inform priorities, 
recommendations, and the overarching Plan 
vision. A detailed summary of the engagement 
program, as well as its fi ndings, is detailed in 
Chapter 2: Community Engagement. 

8
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Details the robust community 
engagement process and 
highlights perspectives articulated 
during the outreach efforts.

Introduces the project and 
planning context, summarizes 
existing conditions, provides 
an overview of the community 
engagement process, and outlines 
the organization of the Plan 
document.

Presents research fi ndings and 
recommendations related to 
primary areas of economic focus, 
such as key opportunities for 
investment and post-COVID-19 
recuperation strategies.

Conveys the community’s 
preferred future and overarching 
goals for Downtown KC, 
drawing on analysis fi ndings 
and stakeholder ideas, input, 
and imagination about what 
Downtown KC could become.

Describes actions that support 
the goals and will shape decision-
making, prioritization, and 
investment and guide the work of 
the City, and Downtown Council 
partners and collaborators.  

Implements and advances the 
vision and goals of this Plan. Some 
projects have specifi c locations, 
while others are ideas that will be 
realized based on site context, 
synergies, and opportunity. 

Proposes actions to incrementally 
achieve the vision and goals described 
in the Plan; the heart of the chapter is 
an Implementation Matrix that identifi es 
specifi c actions tied to timelines, detailed 
metrics and success measures, and 
responsible leadership agencies or parties.

2
COMMUNITY 
ENGAGEMENT

1
INTRODUCTION

3
MARKET AND 
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

4
VISION AND 
GOALS

5
TRANSFORMATIVE 
STRATEGIES

6
CATALYTIC 
PROJECTS

7
IMPLEMENTATION

PLAN ORGANIZATION
This document is structured 
to review all facets of the Plan 
development and present the 
resulting recommendations. The 
Plan is organized into the following 
seven chapters.
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IMAGINING DOWNTOWN 
KANSAS CITY
Developing the Plan involved extensive 
community engagement with Downtown 
neighborhoods. This included deliberate and 
proactive outreach to engage voices from all 
neighborhoods, particularly residents and 
community leaders who have not typically been 
involved in community planning and whose 
neighborhoods have historically received little 
investment. Downtown neighborhoods have 
experienced a long history of racial exclusion 
and injustice. Further, freeways physically divide 
neighborhoods from each other, exacerbating 
the divisive climate. A primary goal of the 
Plan engagement program and resulting Plan 
is to develop connections between the 
neighborhoods of greater Downtown with 
mutual collaboration and shared prosperity.

ENGAGEMENT CONTEXT                        
AND APPROACH 
As the planning process launched in early 
2020, the COVID-19 pandemic began 
to spread throughout the country. In this 
atmosphere of great uncertainty, the Downtown 
Council decided to move forward with a 
calculated, strategic engagement approach 
relying on digital tools and online meetings. 
The community-at-large was invited to 
respond to initial recommendations and share 
ideas to ensure that the essence of the Plan 
aligned with the values of the Kansas City 
community. Thanks to creativity, determination 
and commitment from the local community, 
hundreds of Kansas City stakeholders 
participated in online activities to share their 
vision and priorities for the next 10 years of 
Downtown growth and development.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
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Illustration of the 
mosaic of Downtown 
KC neighborhoods, 
developed during the 
strategic plan kick-off

OUTREACH OPPORTUNITIES: 
GATHERING IDEAS
The project team (Downtown Council staff 
and the consulting team) carried out a multi-
pronged community engagement program with 
opportunities to participate in every phase of 
planning. A variety of carefully designed multi-
media events and online activities made it easy 
and enjoyable to participate. The interactive 
tools challenged participants to imagine what 
Downtown could be like in the future and 
stimulated thinking about Downtown’s assets, 
challenges, and opportunities. Community 
members learned about the Imagine Downtown 
KC 2030 Strategic Planning process and 
weighed in through online surveys, interviews, 
focus groups, workshops, podcasts, and 
presentations. Through the following 
engagement opportunities, the project team 
captured thousands of ideas to strengthen the 
Plan.

IMAGINE DOWNTOWN KC 2030 
STRATEGIC PLAN KICK-OFF 
The Imagine Downtown KC planning process 
kicked off in-person (pre-COVID-19) at the 
Downtown Council’s annual meeting on January 
30, 2020. The consulting team followed up 
by meeting with Downtown Council leaders to 
tour Downtown and brainstorm challenges and 
opportunities.

STEERING COMMITTEE MEETINGS
The Imagine Downtown KC 2030 Strategic 
Plan Steering Committee (Steering Committee) 
guided the planning process and contributed 
diverse perspectives to inform Plan priorities. 
This 50-member community-based committee 
was led by Warren Erdman, Executive Vice 
President of Administration and Corporate 
Affairs for Kansas City Southern. The project 
team convened a series of four virtual Steering 
Committee meetings to ensure input at key 
junctures between 2020 and 2021. Meetings 
covered a range of topics regarding the future 
of Downtown and the broader Plan outreach 
efforts, including: 

• Big ideas, assets, opportunities, and 
challenges; 

• Community engagement update and Plan 
framework; 

• Transformative strategies and catalytic 
projects; and

• Draft recommendations.

Through these meetings and discussions, the 
Steering Committee advanced an inspirational 
vision and helped develop and refi ne proposed 
Plan goals and strategies.

Figure 2.1 - Downtown KC Neighborhoods
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VIRTUAL INTERVIEWS
The project team conducted 20 virtual one-on-
one interviews with diverse Downtown leaders 
from community organizations, City partners 
and businesses from throughout the Downtown 
neighborhoods. Participants provided insight 
into assets, challenges, and opportunities. 
They also suggested community engagement 
strategies and identifi ed potential catalytic 
projects that would have a signifi cant positive 
impact on the future of Downtown.

FOCUS GROUPS
During the summer of 2020, the project team 
met virtually with a dozen groups of diverse 
community leaders and advocates. This series 
of focus groups included conversations that 
tested project ideas and specifi cally solicited 
actionable ideas about Downtown’s future. 
Additionally, the conversations were designed 
to build rapport and deepen connections with 
community leaders and stakeholders. Focus 
group meeting topics included:

• Downtown parks and the public realm;

• Sustainable development and catalytic 
projects;

• Mobility;

• Downtown employers/COVID-19 impacts; 
and

• Affordability, housing,  transportation, and 
livability   

PROJECT WEBSITE, SOCIAL MEDIA, 
AND PODCAST SERIES 
The Downtown Council set up an 
Imagine Downtown KC project website 
(imaginedowntownkc.org) to post real-
time information about Plan timelines and 
community engagement opportunities. By the 
fi nal phases of the planning process, the website 
received more than 2,000 page views and had 
1,500 e-blast subscribers.

Kemet Coleman, a popular Kansas City rap 
artist, actor and urbanist, hosted a 10-episode 
podcast series designed to inspire listeners 
to dream about possibilities and imagine 
Downtown KC 10+ years from now. Episodes 
featured conversations with visionaries and 
unconventional voices who pushed boundaries 
and shared their big ideas for the future, 
including topics ranging from the arts to urban 
planning, economic inclusion, housing, mobility, 
and more.

The Imagine 
Downtown KC 
podcast provided a 
discussion platform 
for a variety of critical 
topics and ideas
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ONLINE COMMUNITY WORKSHOPS
More than 300 people participated in two 
online Virtual Community Workshops held 
in July and December of 2020. At the fi rst 
workshop, participants offered input on the 
strengths, challenges, and opportunities of 
Downtown and discussed what excited them 
about Downtown’s future. At the second 
workshop, participants convened virtually in 
small groups to discuss and prioritize draft 
transformative strategies and catalytic projects.  

COMMUNITY CONVERSATIONS
At the outset of the Imagine Downtown KC 
2030 Strategic Plan, the Steering Committee 
set a goal for the planning process to be 
inclusive of all Downtown neighborhoods. They 
particularly focused on outreach to Downtown 
neighborhoods to the east and west of the 
traditional core, which historically have not 
been included in Downtown strategic planning. 
In response, two Community Conversations 
took place with 19 community leaders from 
the east and west neighborhoods. These 
interactive conversations conducted online via 
Zoom provided community partners with an 
opportunity to:  

• Share their organization’s priorities;

• Learn about the purpose of Imagine 
Downtown KC and how to get involved;

• Discuss partnering with the Downtown 
Council to advance projects already 
underway; and

• Help shape the future of Downtown KC and 
the adjacent communities.

COMMUNITY PRESENTATIONS
The Downtown Council conducted additional 
outreach to organizations through community 
presentations. These presentations provided 
information about the planning process, ways to 
submit ideas on Downtown priorities, and ideas 
to better connect Downtown neighborhoods. 
Community presentations were held with the 
following organizations and neighborhood 
representatives:

• Historic West Bottoms Neighborhood 
Organization;

• Downtown Neighborhood Association;

• Urban Neighborhood Initiatives;

• Paseo West Neighborhood/Independence 
Avenue;

• Northeast Kansas City Chamber of 
Commerce;

• Northland Chamber of Commerce

• Columbus Park Neighborhood Association;

• Westside Neighborhood Association;

• Greater KC Chamber of Commerce;

• Civic Council of Greater Kansas City;

• Downtowners; and

• ArtsKC.

Screenshots 
from Community 
Workshop #2, 
including the 
wallgraphic 
generated during 
breakout group 
report-backs
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COMMUNITY PERSPECTIVES: HIGHLIGHTS
Community input gathered through the planning process conveyed the assets and qualities that participants appreciate about 
Downtown, as well as challenges and ideas for reinvigorating the area. In considering feedback from the range of engagement activities, 
several themes emerged. These common threads formed the basis of overarching goals and strategies that set this Plan’s direction.

ASSETS
• The Streetcar is a source of pride due to its 

success and positive economic impact.

• There is a lot of creative energy in Downtown—
the River Market, Crossroads Arts District, 
18th and Vine—it starts with the artists, and 
arts are a big part of Downtown’s revitalization.

• Downtown is the center of the metropolitan 
region for architecture, culture, sports, events, 
history, and historic preservation.

• Unique neighborhoods with interesting 
history, vibrant arts and culture add to the 
Downtown’s vibrancy.

• Downtown has seen strong residential growth 
and is becoming a more desirable place to live.

• The University of Missouri Kansas City Health 
Sciences District is growing in stature and 
number of employees.

• Kansas City and Downtown are poised for 
growth due to lower costs and a high quality of 
life.
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CHALLENGES
• Address COVID-19 challenges (e.g., store 

vacancies, unemployment, non-local 
purchasing via e-commerce).

• There is a lack of physical, transit, 
and economic connectivity between 
neighborhoods.

• More attention, capital and support are 
needed for economic development, business 
growth, and job creation in East and West 
neighborhoods.

• There is a perception that investment is 
focused on the central core and there is not 
much benefit to surrounding neighborhoods 
or infrastructure.

• More green space, amenities, and shade are 
needed to improve walkability.

• Downtown parks are not adequately 
maintained and need to be activated.

• Downtown needs housing at all price points, 
and it is important to preserve affordable 
housing and prevent displacement.

• Office development has not been strong in the 
last decade.
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OPPORTUNITIES 
• Streetcar expansion will continue to help 

Downtown’s economy and mobility.

• More policies and programs are needed for 
inclusion and equity (MBE/WBE).

• The proposed baseball stadium and Keystone 
Innovation District could be a boost to 
the Downtown economy and adjacent 
neighborhoods if developed with equity and 
inclusiveness as a priority.

• The Greenline trail could connect 
neighborhoods with a “green” corridor and 
highlight local history and culture.

• There is a desire to develop a coalition among 
neighborhoods leveraging the strengths and 
assets of each to the benefit of all.

• Downtown has vacant areas that could be 
used for housing, new green spaces, infill, 
and revitalization, which could generate 
opportunities for revenue. 

• Developing stronger neighborhood 
connections would provide opportunities 
for intentional development that prioritizes 
racial wealth building, inclusive procurement 
policies, and access to capital.
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ECONOMIC FOUNDATION
A critical element of successful and iconic 
downtowns is a foundation of economic 
and fi nancial prosperity. A strong economy 
supports the forces that generate robust 
and reliable employment, technological and 
applied innovation, expanded opportunities 
for career and educational fulfi llment, and 
ongoing investment in homes and communities. 
Successful economic development also 
opens new avenues for entrepreneurship and 
enterprises that create an ecosystem in which 
small and minority-owned businesses can thrive. 
Collectively, this foundation helps contribute 
to a backdrop of unique and identifi able urban 
experiences, establishing a virtuous cycle for 
continued investment, talent attraction, and 
community growth.

Downtown KC faced many challenges in past 
decades, but it is uniquely positioned to build 
off the momentum of the past 15 years and forge 
a new path forward. The charge is to address 
both short-term recovery from the economic 

impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic as well 
as provide the basis for long-term prosperity, 
all while ensuring equitable access to 
opportunity and advancement for everyone 
in the community. 

The Plan process provided a chance to evaluate 
trends, assets, and challenges to economic 
prosperity within Downtown. The resulting 
economic analysis investigates these conditions 
and offers a synopsis of key fi ndings and areas 
of focus that can be best leveraged to produce 
desirable and feasible outcomes. This chapter 
outlines the current economic and market 
context of Downtown KC and offers four 
opportunities for investment to address 
challenges and set the trajectory for equitable 
and sustained growth. More detailed actions 
derived from the analysis are embedded in the 
Goals, Transformative Strategies and Catalytic 
Projects described in Chapters 5 and 6.

MARKET AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
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ECONOMIC CONTEXT
Downtown KC has experienced tremendous 
growth over the past decade (2010-2020), 
demonstrated by the more than $9 billion in 
investments made over the timeframe. These 
comprise private and public investments made 
in office, commercial, residential, hospitality, and 
other real estate projects. The Streetcar has been 
a major catalyst for growth; approximately 60% 
of total investment dollars have been spent on 
projects within a quarter mile of the KC Streetcar 
alignment. Among these investments, public 
dollars have been directed toward projects that 
have further sparked new development from 
private funders, including the Kauffman Center 
for the Performing Arts Center and Loews Hotel.

While this economic investment has led to 
prosperity for the urban center neighborhoods, 
several factors impact the overall scope of 
economic and market conditions in Downtown 
KC. This includes the inequitable distribution 
and allocation of investment, which has left 
east and west neighborhoods significantly 
underinvested and disconnected from the 
growth experienced in the past decade. 

The deep and sudden economic disruption 
caused by the COVID-19 pandemic has also 
had significant impacts. Virtually overnight, 
thousands of jobs disappeared, and workplaces 
and businesses were forced to close in 
response to the public health crisis, throwing 
many households and businesses into dire 

situations. In addition to these profound 
economic impacts, the pandemic forced some 
businesses and industries to rethink processes, 
challenging the office workplace model that 
anchors many restaurant and retail businesses. 
These conditions, many of which persist today 
as we emerge from the recessed economy, 
present unique challenges for future growth and 
economic prosperity. These are highlighted in 
the economic analysis and addressed through 
the recommendations of the Strategic Plan.  

EMPLOYMENT AND INCOME TRENDS
Downtown KC is the economic and jobs anchor 
of the region, and it continues to be so despite 
the economic downturn experienced in 2020. 
The past decade saw a substantial increase in 
residents in Downtown, which has resulted 
in an estimated net gain of more than 4,000 
new households. This, in turn, has added 
more participants in the local labor market. In 
addition, there have been dramatic increases in 
median incomes among households, especially 
in northwestern and southeastern areas of 
the city center (River Market, West Bottoms, 
Quality Hill, and the UMKC Health Sciences 
District). Overall, incomes have risen in nearly all 
areas of Downtown but those in these specific 
neighborhoods have experienced increases 
of more than 50 percent through 2010-2019. 
While rising median incomes (2020 data) is 
indicative of a growing and prosperous economy 

Figure 3.1 - Employees, Kansas City Metro 2020

Figure 3.2 - Unemployment, Kansas City Metro 2020

Source: BLS; Economic & Planning Systems

Source: BLS; Economic & Planning Systems
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and labor market, it does not fully capture 
externalities that contribute to deepening divides 
in the equitable distribution of wealth. The 
contrast in income growth between different 
geographies in Downtown is indicative of 
this and puts certain communities at risk of 
gentrification. 

COVID-19 IMPLICATIONS

Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, 
unemployment in Downtown hovered around 
3.4 percent, close to the 3.5 percent national 
unemployment rate surveyed in February 2020. 
The labor market disruption caused by the 
pandemic brought unemployment to a high 
of 11.3 percent (April 2020), which translates 
to a loss of 125,000 jobs in the Kansas City 
metro region. Since then, unemployment has 
stabilized and improved with 93,000 jobs being 
recovered, bringing the current unemployment 
rate to around 4.9 percent.

Continued economic recovery and growth is 
projected to take place in 2021 and beyond as 
businesses reopen and a return to normalcy 
continues and optimism grows. Strengthening 
of existing employment centers and institutions 
as well as development of technology and 
innovation sectors of Downtown economy are 
major opportunities to rebound and create new 
companies and jobs. 

OFFICE MARKET TRENDS
Downtown KC’s office market has provided the 
foundation for key economic drivers in the City 
and the region. Major development in office 
space took place between 2000 and 2010 
and included projects such as the KC Southern 
building, JE Dunn, Crown Center, H&R Block 
Headquarters, and Federal Reserve Bank of 
Kansas City. The surge in development of office 
space translated to 2.5 million square feet 
being added in the decade leading up to 2010, 
resulting in a 23 percent vacancy rate of “Class 
A” office documented the same year. 

Office development decreased in the following 
decade, 2010-2020, which has led to a falling 
vacancy rate. The 6.8 percent vacancy rate 
registered in Fall 2019 indicated a demand 
for new office space leading into 2020, as 15 
percent vacancy is typically viewed as a healthy 
ratio for office real estate markets. 

COVID-19 IMPLICATIONS

While the 6.8 percent vacancy rate reflects 
a tight office market leading into 2020, the 
pandemic cast uncertainty on the future demand 
for office, challenged traditional workplace 
models, and posed questions regarding the role 
of office space concentrations in Downtowns as 
economic anchors. While the road to recovery 
is in sight, the “new normal” of work-from-

Figure 3.3 - Office Market, Downtown Kansas City, 2000-2020

Figure 3.4 - Multifamily Deliveries, Downtown Kansas City, 2000-2020

Source: Costar; Economic & Planning Systems

Source: Costar; Economic & Planning Systems
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COMMUNITY LAND TRUST

A Community Land Trust (CLT) is 
a non-profit entity that stewards 
land use decisions and development 
with the objective of creating better 
neighborhoods. These entities are 
unique depending on the community 
context. They may focus on actions, 
from creating community gardens 
and parks, to providing funding and 
construction services to develop 
affordable housing. 

One model of a CLT creates a closed 
loop of financing, construction, and 
occupancy that creates  and preserves 
the equity through housing rehabilitation 
and development in a neighborhood.  
This model involves raising capital and 
hiring local contractors and tradespeople 
to develop homes for residents. When 
homes are purchased and sold, revenues 
from the sale of these homes from the 
future will be paid back into the CLT, 
restarting the cycle and raising fresh 
capital for new projects. This practice 
helps keep equity local, stabilizes 
neighborhoods, increases tenure, and 
investment, and mitigates gentrification. 

COMMUNITY LAND TRUST

A Community Land Trust (CLT) is 
a non-profit entity that stewards 
land use decisions and development 
with the objective of creating better 
neighborhoods. These entities are 
unique depending on the community 
context. They may focus on actions from 
creating community gardens and parks, 
to providing funding and construction 
services to develop affordable housing. 

One model of a CLT creates a closed 
loop of financing, construction, and 
occupancy that creates  and preserves 
the equity through housing rehabilitation 
and development in a neighborhood.  
This model involves raising capital and 
hiring local contractors and tradespeople 
to develop homes for residents. When 
homes are purchased and sold, revenues 
from the future sale of these homes will 
flow into the CLT, thus restarting the 
cycle and raising fresh capital for new 
projects. This practice helps keep equity 
local, stabilizes neighborhoods, increases 
tenure, and investment, and mitigates 
gentrification. 
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home schemes for white collar professions may 
persist longer than previously forecasted, which 
could temper an immediate rebound in the 
office market. Based on nationwide studies and 
focused discussions with local business leaders 
and employers carried out by the Imagine 
Downtown KC project team, many believe that 
a more flexible, hybrid model of work-from-
home and on-site work will end up becoming 
commonplace. This projection, while not as 
reliant on office space, still calls for the need 
for office and workplaces to remain open and 
functional and tailored more toward employee 
flexibility – the office as a collaboration and 
innovation space that creates separation 
between work and home life. 

HOUSING MARKET TRENDS
Stable, safe, and sustained residential housing 
is critical in the nurturing of livable and active 
communities, providing a crucial piece of the 
equation in achieving economic prosperity in 
Downtown KC. As previously stated, Downtown 
experienced an influx of residents between 
2010-2020 on the heels of the boom of office 
market development in the prior decade. The 
housing market has responded to this through a 
surge in multifamily housing development. Since 
2010, more than 5,800 units have been added 
to the Downtown housing stock via multifamily 
residential development. Nearly 70 percent 
of this multifamily residential development 

has been located around the KC Streetcar 
line, further demonstrating the value of the 
infrastructure investment in providing mobility 
options that support various development types. 

HOUSING DISPLACEMENT AND NEIGHBORHOOD 
STABILITY

As an influx of new residents and housing 
development continues to potentially expand 
into 2021 and beyond, it is important to identify 
the inequalities across various Downtown 
KC neighborhoods and develop measures 
to soften the impact that development may 
have on these communities. Based on analysis 
of residential real estate values, swaths of 
properties in neighborhoods east of urban 
center neighborhoods have been assessed as 
having values between $10,000 and $50,000 

per unit. This is in stark contrast to the value 
of new developments in the urban center of 
Downtown that are valued between $150,000 
and $200,000 per unit. This discrepancy 
has elevated calls for measures that curtail 
gentrification, reduce displacement, and 
promote neighborhood stability. The Goals, 
Transformative Strategies, and Catalytic Projects 
proposed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 offer 
specific recommendations and guidance to 
directly address these challenges. 

Figure 3.5 - Distribution of Housing Units by Value in Areas East of Downtown

Source: Jackson County Assessor; Economic & Planning Systems
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
INVESTMENT
The economic and market analyses performed 
as a part of the 2030 Strategic Plan help explain 
the economic conditions that have shaped the 
built environment as well as serve as a baseline 
for developing strategies for post-pandemic 
recovery and long-term prosperity. These 
opportunities for investment are tailored around 
quantitative fi ndings and challenges around 
Greater Downtown. They are also engrained 
into the Goals, Transformative Strategies, and 
Catalytic Projects of the Plan. 

DIVERSIFIED EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES
Downtown KC benefi ts from being a desirable 
location to live. Relatively affordable housing, 
great livability, and nearby amenities and 
destinations in an attractive historic context 
provide Downtown with a comparative 
advantage in offerings that help support 
lifestyles, households, and employment growth 
and retention.

Currently, Greater Downtown employment is 
situated predominantly along a north-south axis, 
concentrated in the Central Business District 
and Crown Center/Hospital Hill. A notable gap 
in the distribution of jobs in the Downtown exists 
in the Crossroads Arts District. Currently, this 
historic neighborhood holds many opportunities 
to foster “innovative businesses,” described as 

small- to mid-scale companies that specialize 
in creative and technology services. Existing 
land uses within the Crossroads Arts District 
have been documented and determined to 
be underutilized in many areas. A surplus 
of parking lots, garages, and vacant land in 
the neighborhood are opportune for infi ll 
development of new offi ce space to support 
these upcoming industries and help to maintain 
the existing character.

EQUITABLE EMPLOYMENT
As previously stated, Greater Downtown KC 
has experienced an unequal and inequitable 
distribution of jobs growth and advancement 
throughout its neighborhoods. The proposed 
Keystone Innovation District could help to close 
this opportunity gap. The central idea behind 
the Keystone Innovation District is creative 
partnerships between research institutions 
and regional and local business interests that 
work together in a high-tech, modern campus 
to spark new enterprises, provide networking 
opportunities, and teach skills to launch careers 
for up-and-coming professionals looking to 
enter an ever-modernizing labor market. The 
concept envisions skills training ranging from 
high-tech skills to trades, including construction. 
The innovation district plan includes funding 
strategies to help entrepreneurs secure access to 
capital to start new businesses.

This model has been piloted in other cities 
around the country with success. However, 
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learning from other examples, the Keystone 
Innovation District will need to be proactive 
in including underrepresented populations in 
its ranks for jobs training and access to startup 
funding. Consideration will need to be taken to 
ensure development of the campus is seamlessly 
embedded in the neighborhood context and 
results in no displacement or disruption of 
neighborhood character.

Additional information on the Keystone 
Innovation District is outlined in Chapter 6: 
Catalytic Projects.

EQUITABLE HOUSING
As the recovery accelerates and incomes and 
unemployment begin to reach pre-pandemic 
levels, upward growth trends will likely continue 
in the multifamily residential market. As new 
residents move to Downtown KC, pressure will 
continue to mount on the housing market and 
cause prices to increase, requiring development 
of affordable housing and displacement 
strategies. An area of concern lies in potential 
impacts in eastern neighborhoods, which are 
assessed at lower values and more susceptible to 
dramatic changes in the housing market.

A solution to generate equitable housing from 
the existing stock is through a collaborative 
effort among City agencies, non-profits, 
and philanthropic organizations to launch a 
coordinated neighborhood stabilization strategy. 

Additionally, the formation of Community Land 
Trusts offers another path for people to co-invest 
in their communities. These approaches, as well 
as others that relate to community-building and 
neighborhood stability, are detailed in Chapter 5: 
Transformative Strategies. 

OFFICE TRENDS AND OPPORTUNITIES
As the recovery accelerates and economics 
and markets begin to reemerge, many 
employers, workers, planners, and development 
professionals have started projecting what the 
future of office work will look like. This has led 
to speculation as to whether there will be strong 
demand and appetite for a complete return to 
the workplace given that many industries have 
spent nearly all of 2020 in remote work setups. 
Based on research and focused interviews, the 
likely outcome is a hybridized work environment 
with employees working partially in-office and 
remotely from their homes. This arrangement 
circumvents challenges to a complete remote 
model, including issues associated with 
onboarding new employees and cultivating a 
collaborative environment and office culture 
while also providing flexibility for workers to work 
remote part-time. The implications of a hybrid 
model on office design are yet to be determined. 
However, designers and economists foresee a 
demand for increased floor area per employee 
and modernized HVAC and air filtration systems 
integrated in new office construction. In short, the 
general consensus is that there will continue to be 
a demand for office space in Downtown KC.

Concentrating new development into nodes in 
key Downtown districts will optimize and better 
integrate offices into the existing urban fabric. 
These nodes will create workplace hubs and 
counteract the effect of dissipated development, 
bringing more energy and investment into 

strategically selected areas and catalyze other 
land uses that support and augment workplace 
activities. The ensuing development pattern will 
foster a dynamic mix of activity and vibrancy that 
will differentiate the Downtown office market 
from those in peer cities. It will also potentially 
attract attention from East and West Coast-
based firms looking to create a physical presence 
in Kansas City and the Midwest. 
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VISION AND GOALS

AN EQUITABLE DOWNTOWN… 

• Refl ects the diversity of KC in its 
residents, employees, institutions, 
and organizations

• Ensures that economic 
development resources benefi t 
every neighborhood

• Combats racism

IMAGINE DOWNTOWN KC GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

AN INCLUSIVE DOWNTOWN…

• Invests in historically 
disenfranchised communities 

• Proactively engages all 
neighborhoods in determining the 
future of Downtown

• Provides opportunities for people 
of all abilities to participate in 
everything Downtown offers

A VIBRANT DOWNTOWN…

• Preserves the history and culture 
of Downtown while welcoming 
new ideas and opportunities

• Concentrates on delivering 
an excellent experience for all 
customers

• Focuses equally on supporting 
quality design, arts and culture, 
and a strong economy

AN EQUITABLE, INCLUSIVE, AND VIBRANT DOWNTOWN KANSAS CITY
From the inception of the planning process, community members described Downtown as a place that must 
be equitable, inclusive, and vibrant in order to thrive in the coming years and decades. These highest-
level principles guided the community engagement process and activities, as well as the development of the 
goals and strategies. They were used to foster innovation and creativity, test ideas, and ensure that the Plan 
recommendations are ambitious and aligned with the values of the Kansas City community. In addition to these 
framing principles, this chapter outlines the overall Vision and Goals of the Plan.
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VISION
FRAMEWORK
Garnered from the insights and 
ideas generated by the community, 
the Imagine Downtown KC 
Vision Framework organizes the 
recommendations and establishes 
a blueprint for how Downtown will 
grow and evolve over the next few 
decades and beyond. Each of the 
framework components, highlighted 
in the diagram at right and described 
in detail in chapters 4, 5 and 6, work 
together to advance the future of 
Downtown KC.

Figure 4.1 - Vision Framework Diagram
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VISION ELEMENTS
The following Vision Elements describe how Downtown KC will look, feel, and function in the coming years. They express 
the community’s hopes and aspirations at this critical time in history and describe the characteristics of Downtown that the 
community envisions.

DYNAMIC
Downtown is thriving and 
prosperous and its economic 
momentum is sustained in an 
inclusive way. 

A Dynamic Downtown:

• Grows and changes, responding 
successfully to new market challenges 
and opportunities;

• Retains its distinctive character while 
leveraging new economic prospects; 
and

• Creates a feeling of energy, vibe, and 
sense of place, as well as cohesion 
and shared values among community 
members.

CONNECTED
Downtown is an important regional 
center that is comfortable, navigable, 
and accessible because it is walkable, 
bikeable, and transit oriented. 

A Connected Downtown:

• Links people throughout the region 
and fosters the urban core as a place 
to celebrate and enjoy arts, culture, 
and sports; and

• Connects all urban core 
neighborhoods with safe, accessible, 
and pleasant sidewalks, pathways, 
trails, bike lanes, and transit lines.

AFFORDABLE
Downtown has a diverse and 
affordable range of housing, culture, 
entertainment, employment, 
and shopping options for all 
residents of the greater Downtown 
neighborhoods. 

An Affordable Downtown:

• Serves everyone in the community 
with activities, arts and culture, 
businesses, and housing choices that 
are accessible by one and all; and

• Offers equal access to education, 
employment, arts and culture, and 
economic growth opportunities for 
all residents, regardless of financial 
ability.

AUTHENTIC
Downtown provides an experience 
that showcases KC pride, love, 
history, arts, culture, and distinct 
urban identity. 

An Authentic Downtown:

• Showcases the history, identity, and 
assets that are unique to this place 
and its people; and

• Treasures and recognizes its history, 
arts, and culture and brings forward 
these assets as essential foundations 
for the projects and programs of the 
future.

RESILIENT
Downtown remains strong and 
adaptable to social, economic, and 
environmental challenges. 

A Resilient Downtown:

• Rebounds from unexpected setbacks 
by bringing people, businesses, and 
neighborhoods together to solve 
common problems and respond to 
emergencies;

• Has a broad range of job types and 
industries and an entrepreneurial 
spirit, enabling it to withstand 
economic downturns; and

• Embraces sustainable design, 
infrastructure, and programs to 
address climate change and promote 
environmental stewardship and 
healthy living environments.
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GOALS
The Plan goals describe what the community strives to achieve for Downtown by 2030. They directly address and build upon 
the challenges, assets, opportunities, and priorities defined by community members during the planning process. Chapter 5 
provides detailed strategies and recommendations to achieve the goals. Chapter 6 outlines catalytic project opportunities to 
support the goals and bring about a tangible change in Downtown.

ENSURE A LIVABLE CITY           
FOR ALL
Foster walkable urban streets, 
support quality transit and micro-
mobility options, integrate Smart 
City solutions, promote a diversity 
of housing options, and ensure high-
quality architecture and amenities 
across all neighborhoods.

NURTURE A PROSPEROUS, 
INNOVATIVE, AND CREATIVE 
ECONOMY
Catalyze job growth, workforce 
development, education and skills 
training, and entrepreneurship 
opportunities to create a diversified, 
strong, and rich economic base that 
provides an opportunity for all.

CONNECT DOWNTOWN 
NEIGHBORHOODS
Bridge the physical, economic, and 
social gaps in the Downtown fabric to 
provide a neighborhood network that 
supports strong, safe, and thriving 
communities. 

PRESERVE AND ENHANCE OUR 
UNIQUE ASSETS
Highlight and bolster Downtown 
KC’s world-class sporting and 
entertainment facilities, natural 
setting, arts and culture, history, and 
architecture.

MAKE DOWNTOWN 
SUSTAINABLE AND GREEN
Implement policies, programs, and 
projects that cultivate a healthy 
urban environment, foster beautiful 
public spaces and streets, modernize 
infrastructure, and create premier 
facilities and spaces.

GOAL GOAL GOAL GOAL GOAL1 2 3 4 5
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TRANSFORMATIVE STRATEGIES
This chapter outlines the specifi c Transformative 
Strategies that will bring the Plan to life. These 
strategies will shape decision-making, prioritization 
and investment and will guide the work of the 
Downtown Council, City and their many partners and 
collaborators. They respond to the COVID-19 impacts 
without losing sight of Downtown’s momentum and 
incredible potential in the coming years.

The recommendations in this chapter are all based on 
extensive community and stakeholder engagement, 
as well as best practices from across the country and 
world. They are anchored by the following criteria: 

• Actionable: The recommendation comprises a 
tangible step or series of moves to advance the Plan’s 
vision and goals.

• Measurable: The recommendation is specifi c, 
with clear quantitative and/or qualitative metrics to 
benchmark and track progress. 

• Implementable: The recommendation is politically 
feasible and has broad stakeholder and community 
support.  

• Interconnected: The recommendation applies, 
supports, or advances ideas in other plans, specifi cally 
the City’s Greater Downtown Area Plan (GDAP).

• Consistent: The strategy or recommendation is 
aligned with and is supportive of the Plan Guiding 
Principles for an Equitable, Inclusive, and Vibrant 
Downtown KC.

The Transformative Strategies include:

A. Mosaic of Neighborhoods

B. Housing for All

C. 21st Century Jobs, Economy, and Recovery

D. A Green, Beautiful, and Vibrant City Center

E. Seamless Mobility

F. Smart and Healthy Infrastructure



A
A Mosaic of 
Neighborhoods
Foster complete, robust, 
distinct, and connected 
Downtown neighborhoods, 
each with a healthy 
environment, a strong sense 
of place and community, and 
exceptional quality of life. 

A1a Review branding and communications materials to underscore that Downtown 
is inclusive of all adjacent neighborhoods.

A1b Extend Downtown Council expertise in advocacy, grant writing, and 
communications to Downtown neighborhood organizations to help them to 
implement their goals.

A1c Implement outreach strategies that accommodate neighborhood organizations 
that are primarily volunteer-driven.

A1d Provide support from the Downtown Council neighborhood liaison to help 
neighborhood organizations participate in collective action.

A1e Explore partnerships with neighborhood non-profi t organizations and local 
institutions such as churches and service providers.

THE OPPORTUNITY
The unique neighborhoods of Downtown complement each other and 
weave a distinctive urban mosaic. Each neighborhood has a unique history, 
character and sense of place that should be celebrated, protected, and 
enhanced. Collective actions should foster a shared sense of collaboration 
and inclusion. Strategies that develop and leverage the assets of each 
neighborhood will strengthen the entire community. 

A1 IMPLEMENT INCLUSIVE BRANDING AND COMMUNICATIONS          
 STRATEGIES.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Distinct but 
interconnected 
neighborhoods 
for a whole 
Downtown KC
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A2a Establish a forum or communication network where Downtown neighborhoods 
can share ideas, solve problems, and develop plans to act collectively.

A2b Offer online tools and technology that provide a variety of ways to participate 
in all Downtown neighborhood meetings.

A2c Explore a partnership with the City to offi cially support the Downtown 
neighborhood collaboration effort.

A2d Encourage representation from all neighborhoods in future planning efforts.

A2 CREATE OPPORTUNITIES FOR COLLABORATION AMONG   
 DOWNTOWN NEIGHBORHOODS.

A3a Advocate for economic development projects in all Downtown neighborhoods.

A3b Set up regular meetings with neighborhood economic development 
organizations to share priorities and projects.

A3c Work with partners to develop programs to support Downtown neighborhoods 
in their efforts to recruit needed businesses and services, like grocery stores and 
childcare. 

A3 DEVELOP JOINT ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PRIORITIES    
 WITH NEIGHBORHOOD PARTNERS, CIVIC ORGANIZATIONS,  
 AND THE CITY.

RECOMMENDATIONSA
A Mosaic of 
Neighborhoods
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B
Housing for All
Create diverse housing 
opportunities Downtown, 
with a range of types for 
people at all income levels, 
life stages, and family 
circumstances. 

B1a Work with civic partners to establish a Social Impact Fund to build workforce 
housing, with the fi nancial support of local corporations, individuals, and 
foundations. 

B1b Work with civic partners to develop a Community Impact Fund to provide 
investment capital to enable residents to invest and build equity via shared 
ownership in real estate. 

B1c Partner with local non-profi ts to help low-income owners purchase existing 
affordable units to stabilize rents and enable owners to stay in their homes.

B1d Build a grant fund for emergency repairs and technical assistance to prevent 
low-income homeowners from losing their homes due to citations and fi nes for 
defi ciencies they cannot afford to fi x. 

B1e Encourage the City to identify local women and minority contractors who 
could grow their businesses through performing emergency repair work for 
homeowners.

THE OPPORTUNITY
Downtown KC has a wide range of housing options for all incomes, 
and many neighborhoods retain older affordable single-family homes 
and apartment buildings. To keep Downtown healthy and diverse, the 
Downtown Council, the City, and partner organizations need to provide 
leadership to continue to preserve existing affordable housing and create 
additional rental and owner-occupied affordable housing.

B1 DEVELOP NEW FUNDING SOURCES TO SUPPORT     
 AFFORDABLE HOUSING, COMMUNITY WEALTH BUILDING,   
 SHARED PROSPERITY, AND REDUCE DISPLACEMENT.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Increased 
opportunities for 
development and 
rehabilitation of 
quality affordable 
housing
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B1f Identify displacement risks in Downtown neighborhoods, then work with the 
Land Bank, the City, and other community organizations to reserve sites for 
mixed-use/affordable housing.     

B1g Focus on sustaining and improving the existing housing stock of affordable and 
extremely affordable housing to ensure it is well maintained and operated.

B1h Fund an Affordable Housing Trust Fund through a City Council appropriation 
as well as other sources.

B1i Pursue a companion Housing Trust Fund supported by the Kansas City’s 
Philanthropic Community and privately administered.

B1j Pursue other creative fi nancing tools like opportunity zones, Community 
Reinvestment Act and Community Development Financial Institutions funds to 
fi nance a broad-scale home rehab program.

B2 IMPLEMENT REGULATORY CHANGES TO SUPPORT    
 AFFORDABLE HOUSING.
B2a  Build on the work of the prior City Council in A Housing Policy for Kansas City 

(2019-2023) to create a comprehensive housing policy for the City to further 
inform subsequent inclusionary housing ordinances. 

B2b Propose regulatory changes to allow more fl exibility for Accessory Dwelling 
Units (ADUs) on single-family parcels.

B2c Start a pilot project to allow and encourage ADU implementation in 
Downtown neighborhoods.

B2d Advocate for regulatory changes to permit commercial and mini manufacturing 
uses in strategic locations within single-family residential zones in close-in 
neighborhoods to allow homeowners to start home businesses.

B2e Partner with the City to fund a permit navigator to supplement the City’s 
BizCare program and guide nonprofi ts, local women, and minority-owned 
companies, and individuals trying to develop housing projects in low-income 
neighborhoods to comply quickly and effi ciently with City processes.

B2f Provide property tax relief for market-rate projects in exchange for affordable 
unit set-asides or a payment in lieu directed towards an Affordable Housing 
Fund.

RECOMMENDATIONSB
Housing for All

T R A N S F O R M A T I V E  S T R A T E G I E S   |    five
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B2g Develop regulatory tools to discourage or prevent teardowns of small homes 
to prevent displacement of existing residents and to retain neighborhood 
character.   

B2h Create incentives to prioritize the creation of affordable housing along the 
Streetcar route.

B3 CREATE NEW PARTNERSHIPS TO DEVELOP CREATIVE   
 SOLUTIONS.
B3a Create a private/public sector task force to research and advocate for national 

best practice homeless solutions, such as the By-Name processes, coordinated 
case management, coordinated entry, and Housing First.

B3b Support the growth of non-profi t affordable housing builders and develop 
connections between housing non-profi ts and the Downtown business 
community.

B3c Encourage partnerships between the housing authority and the private sector 
to develop mixed-income projects in Downtown.

B3d Work with the Housing Authority to ensure all units under its control are 
available for rent.

RECOMMENDATIONSB
Housing for All
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C
21st Century 
Jobs, Economy, 
and Recovery
Create a diversifi ed 
economic base that provides 
opportunity for all Kansas 
City residents now and into 
the future.

C1a Continue communications and marketing strategies to encourage people to 
patronize Downtown businesses and restaurants.

C1b Work with hotels, the Convention Center, the T-Mobile Center, and arts and 
cultural organizations to include information about local retail and restaurants 
as part of their reopening promotions.

C1c Advocate for retaining the fl exible COVID-19 permitting process for outdoor 
dining and load zones for Downtown retailers and restaurants.

C1d Continue to offer expertise on local business support and fi nancing (including 
COVID-19 relief) programs and how to access them.

THE OPPORTUNITY
Downtown KC has a diversifi ed economy. It includes cool shopping 
streets, a base of large employers including Hallmark, H&R Block, Kansas 
City Southern, Evergy and a growing national reputation as a technology 
center, with high-speed fi ber, an expanding medical research cluster, a 
strong concentration in the digital creative fi eld, and an exciting Innovation 
District in early planning stages. However, this economic opportunity is not 
evenly distributed. Downtown leadership must help catalyze job growth, 
workforce development, education and skills training, and entrepreneurship 
opportunities to create a diversifi ed economic base that provides 
opportunities for all in Kansas City.

C1 FOCUS ON HELPING RETAIL BUSINESSES AND RESTAURANTS  
 TO DEVELOP STRONG REOPENING STRATEGIES.

EXISTING

FUTURERECOMMENDATIONS

Increased 
opportunities 
for expanded 
employment 
infrastructure and 
jobs growth to more 
areas of Downtown
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C1e Act as an advocate to help re-opening businesses navigate the City permitting 
processes.     

C2 PARTNER WITH ARTS ORGANIZATIONS TO PROMOTE   
 THEIR RE-OPENING STRATEGIES.
C2a Support the ArtsKC Recovery & Resiliency Plan, a long-term marketing, 

communications, and PR campaign aimed at reviving the post-pandemic KC 
arts industry.

C2b Promote Downtown arts through outdoor public performances, activated 
streetscapes, and new programming.

C2c Work with arts and culture organizations to create affordable opportunities 
to participate in and experience the arts. This could include audience 
development, perception management, new corporate programs, and pricing. 

C2d Develop specifi c initiatives and promotions to reintroduce the Downtown arts 
and culture opportunities and experience to the community.

C3 DEVELOP AND BUILD AWARENESS SUPPORT PROGRAMS  
 FOR ENTREPRENEURS.
C3a Identify and promote awareness of existing programs and training centers for 

women and minority entrepreneurs. 

C3b Provide access to capital and coaching skills on all aspects of business from 
successful strategies with lenders, negotiating with vendors, and interacting 
with the business community power structure.

C3c Explore opportunities to work with local colleges to link students with local 
businesses to aid with developing online strategies, adopting new payment 
systems, and installing new technologies to be competitive in the digital age.

C3d Continue to support LaunchKC, which partners with Kansas City corporations, 
State of Missouri, and philanthropic organizations to help small tech businesses 
grow and continue to make Downtown a startup hub.

C4. SUPPORT ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES            
 IN DOWNTOWN NEIGHBORHOODS. 
C4a Support Downtown neighborhood goals to develop partnerships between 

community institutions and local merchant associations with the goal of 
providing accessible training and support to existing and start-up small 
businesses.

C4b Support the creation of training and mentoring programs to assist Downtown 
neighborhood development corporations to access capital for their projects.

C4c   Partner with neighborhoods on wealth-building strategies.

C4d  Develop policies to link the use of public funds in private development projects 
with community goals such as inclusive procurement, hiring, and contracting.

RECOMMENDATIONSC
21st Century 
Jobs, Economy, 
and Recovery
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C5 CONTINUE EFFORTS TO EXPAND AND STRENGTHEN    
 THE OFFICE SECTOR IN DOWNTOWN. 
C5a Retain existing large employers and work to recruit new headquarters to 

Downtown.

C5b Continue support for the Downtown Council’s business attraction initiative 
“Place Matters” to become “prospect ready” so that when an employer is 
considering locating Downtown, the relevant data, materials, and local leaders/
peer employers are prepared and ready to be mobilized.

C5c Identify priority locations for clusters of new commercial offi ce development 
to leverage positive impacts of concentrated locations and increase the 
attractiveness for potential relocation prospects.

C5d Identify a strategic middle ground in offi ce development, targeting lower-
scale structures and mixed-use projects with well-designed public amenities 
in districts outside the core to extend the Downtown business energy to other 
areas.

C5e Continue the Downtown Council’s annual Offi ce Summit to raise awareness of 
Downtown opportunities. 

RECOMMENDATIONSC
21st Century 
Jobs, Economy, 
and Recovery
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D
A Green, 
Beautiful, and 
Vibrant City 
Center
Invest in great design, 
activation, and abundant 
landscaping for parks, plazas, 
and sidewalks throughout 
Downtown. D1 PLANT MORE TREES AND FLOWERS.

D1a Continue implementation of an aggressive tree planting and tree maintenance 
program in Downtown neighborhoods through close working relationships 
with the Kansas City Department of Parks and Recreation and non-profi ts like 
Bridging the Gap.

D1b Encourage property owners to plant trees in front of their buildings and help 
them to navigate City regulations.

D1c Start a hanging fl ower basket program.

D1d Partner with the Community Improvement District, within its boundaries, to 
maintain trees and fl owers.

THE OPPORTUNITY
Kansas City has a long and proud history of investment in boulevards 
and parks and is known as the City of Fountains. Unfortunately, not 
all Downtown neighborhoods shared the benefi ts of these historic 
investments. Existing parks and plazas are not used to their full potential 
and they suffer from a lack of activation, pedestrian access barriers, 
outdated design, and deferred maintenance. A green and walkable 
Downtown is necessary to attract and retain residents, workers, and visitors, 
and high-quality, well maintained, and programmed parks are needed by 
residents of all ages for play and relaxation. 

RECOMMENDATIONS

An expanded and 
interconnected 
system of accessible 
parks, open spaces 
and greenways

EXISTING

FUTURE
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D2 PRIORITIZE RENOVATING PARKS IN UNDERSERVED    
 NEIGHBORHOODS.
D2a Support neighborhood improvements to public spaces, parks, and landscaping 

in every Downtown neighborhood.  Review and contemporize the Greenspace 
plan developed by the Kansas City Design Center.

D2b Prioritize eliminating pedestrian access barriers and increasing walking and 
bicycle access to neighborhood parks in the City capital budget.

D3 DEVELOP ADDITIONAL SUPPORT AND FUNDING FOR   
 PARK ACTIVATION AND MAINTENANCE.
D3a Plan for the development of a parks conservancy that would support the 

revitalization, activation, and maintenance of Downtown parks, plazas, and 
open spaces and the creation of new green spaces.

D3b Partner with Downtown residents to develop “Friends of” organizations for 
parks in residential neighborhoods.

D3c Support neighborhood community events by providing connections to 
potential sponsors and developing a Downtown-wide calendar of community 
events.

D4 REIMAGINE AND REINVIGORATE PARKS AND PLAZAS.
D4a Identify underutilized parks that could be locations for community gardens, 

wildlife habitat and ecological restoration and help communities to fi nd funding 
and implement innovative new programs.

D4b Consider adding park activation and management programs to the CID 
business plan.

RECOMMENDATIONSD
A Green, 
Beautiful, and 
Vibrant City 
Center
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E
Seamless 
Mobility
Provide easy, seamless 
mobility for all modes of 
transportation that will make 
it convenient and affordable 
to get to and around 
Downtown without a car. E1 INCREASE EQUITY THROUGHOUT THE TRANSIT SYSTEM.

E1a Support funding for Zero Fare for all transit citywide and in Downtown. 

E1b Prioritize east-west routes as part of the new Ride KC Next transit route plan.

E2 INCREASE BIKE MOBILITY, ESPECIALLY ON EAST-WEST   
 CORRIDORS.
E2a Support implementation of bike mobility strategies identifi ed in the Greater 

Downtown Area Plan.

E2b Advocate increasing electric bike access Downtown.

E2c Support the RideKC dock-less bikes.

E2d Propose a shared e-cargo bike program for local business deliveries around 
Downtown.

THE OPPORTUNITY
Kansas City has made great strides in creating a robust mobility network, 
including the Streetcar and its proposed expansions, the BikeKC plan, 
Vision Zero policies (creating safe, healthy, and equitable mobility for all), 
and a comprehensive plan for Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) service. Despite this 
progress, Downtown still feels car-centric, and the bus, bike, and pedestrian 
networks are incomplete and do not always conveniently connect, making 
driving an easier choice.  

RECOMMENDATIONS Expanded and 
enhanced primary 
transit networks 
that bridge gaps and 
increase connectivity

EXISTING

FUTURE
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E3 IMPLEMENT VISION ZERO STRATEGIES.
E3a Advocate for pedestrian safety improvements in Downtown to implement 

Vision Zero goals.

E3b Improve signal timing at intersections where there is high foot traffi c, high 
speeds, and safety concerns.

E3c Work with neighborhoods on the east and west sides of Downtown to identify 
pedestrian safety concerns and make them a priority.

E4 INSTALL COMPLETE STREETS INFRASTRUCTURE     
 (DESIGNED AND OPERATED TO ENABLE SAFE USE AND   
 SUPPORT MOBILITY FOR ALL USERS) AS OUTLINED IN THE  
 GREATER DOWNTOWN AREA PLAN. 
E4a Advocate that development projects adjacent to public right of ways 

implement Complete Streets policies.

E4b Focus Complete Streets implementation on improving walkability and bike-
ability on key east-west connections.  

F2 IMPLEMENT MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES TO      
 MAXIMIZE THE USE OF EXISTING PARKING SPACES AS   
 RECOMMENDED BY THE GREATER DOWNTOWN AREA PLAN 
E5a Require parking garages to either have street-level retail, art, creative design, or 

plantings at ground level to make the adjacent sidewalk safe and attractive.

E5b Reduce the number of curb cuts in new development.

E5c Encourage operators to adopt parking apps and technology so that customers 
have access to information for Downtown garage parking availability in real-
time.

E5d Continue to develop an on-street parking management program with variable 
costing models and consistent enforcement.

E5e Create tools and incentives, like shared parking, that maximize the existing 
parking inventory and reduces the need to create new parking.

E5f Explore the feasibility of a “Parking Benefi t District” to cooperatively manage the 
parking inventory.

RECOMMENDATIONSE
Seamless 
Mobility
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F
Smart and 
Healthy 
Infrastructure
Invest in technology, 
sustainability, and wellness 
initiatives to create a 
technologically sophisticated, 
environmentally friendly, and 
healthy Downtown. 

F1 DEVELOP A “HEALTHY AND SUSTAINABLE DOWNTOWN”  
 INITIATIVE.
F1a Help neighborhood groups to establish community gardens and urban 

agriculture projects on vacant land Downtown.

F1b. Encourage the development of a pilot program for recycling and composting 
for multifamily housing.

F1c Encourage local fi tness clubs and yoga studios to offer outdoor classes in parks 
and plazas.

F1d Develop running trails Downtown and exercise stations that provide fi tness 
options in local parks.

F1e Make Downtown fi tness opportunities a new section on the Downtown 
Council website.

THE OPPORTUNITY
Wellness, health, and sustainability are becoming important priorities in 
new development, corporate culture, and people’s everyday life. The City’s 
KC Green initiative incorporates sustainability into a broader triple bottom 
line approach that simultaneously promotes social equity, economic vitality, 
and environmental quality. Downtown is an excellent laboratory to pilot 
new approaches to sustainability and wellness. Prospective residents and 
companies will be looking for locations that demonstrate these values when 
making location decisions. 

RECOMMENDATIONS
Strategic 
implementation of 
smart infrastructure 
installation and 
environmentally-
sound design
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F1f Encourage fi tness competitions like marathons and bike races to start and fi nish 
Downtown.

F1g Work with the UniversityHealth Wellness Connections program to develop 
Downtown employee health and wellness initiatives such as walking trails, yoga 
classes, or other programming.      

F2 BUILD GREEN STORMWATER PRACTICES INTO     
 INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS AS RECOMMENDED BY   
 THE GREATER DOWNTOWN AREA PLAN.
F2a Incorporate green stormwater management into the Complete Streets program 

and all sidewalk, utility, and roadway reconstruction Downtown.

F2b Explore recommendations from the Beyond the Loop PEL study for the 
North Loop such as creating a new smart stormwater system with integrated 
technology that also serves as an attractive amenity and solves existing 
problems in the Downtown watershed.

F3 PROVIDE DIGITAL ACCESS THROUGHOUT DOWNTOWN.
F3a Encourage the City to adopt design guidelines for small-cell implementation 

Downtown.

F3b Require equity criteria for 5G implementation to ensure all Downtown 
neighborhoods have equal access to broadband resources.

F3c Improve digital access and affordability for households and small businesses 
throughout Downtown neighborhoods as described in the KC Connectivity 
Report.

F3d Explore digital upgrades to low-income Downtown neighborhoods as part of 
community benefi t packages for new development.

F4 PROMOTE THE ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFIT      
 OF PRESERVING HISTORIC BUILDINGS.
F4a Continue to encourage the reuse of historic buildings as affordable housing 

and creative offi ce space.

F4b Promote Downtown historic buildings by celebrating successful historic reuse 
and rehabilitation projects.

F4c Encourage signs and plaques identifying historic sites and buildings Downtown.

F4d Educate the community on the environmental benefi ts of preservation 
including reducing resource and material consumption; reducing waste in 
landfi lls, and using less energy by reusing buildings instead of demolition and 
new construction.

RECOMMENDATIONSF
Smart and 
Healthy 
Infrastructure
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CATALYTIC PROJECTS
The Catalytic Projects presented in this chapter will have a profound impact on Downtown KC. They are 
investments that will tangibly implement and advance the Vision and Goals of the Plan. Some of the 
projects have specifi c locations identifi ed, while others are concepts or ideas that will be realized based on 
site context, synergies, and opportunity. 

Bringing the Catalytic Projects to fruition will require the collaboration of multiple partners from the public, 
nonprofi t, philanthropic, and private sectors. Critically, the projects will support ongoing recovery and 
revitalization efforts while positioning Downtown for success and prosperity in the coming years. This Plan 
includes the objectives and key elements of each Catalytic Project while allowing specifi c plans to evolve and 
respond to changing contexts and new opportunities. 

The Catalytic Projects include:

A. East-West Connections
• A1.    Paseo Gateway Connections 

  (Independence Avenue)     
• A2.   18th Street Corridor

• A3.   12th Street Corridor
B. Innovation Districts

• B1.    Keystone Innovation District

• B2.   University of Missouri Kansas City (UMKC) 
  Health Sciences District

• B3.   Crossroads Arts District
C. Downtown Parks, Open Spaces, and Plazas   

• C1. Barney Allis Plaza

• C2. The Greenline     

• C3. Historic Buck O’Neil Bridge Park

• C4. Washington Square Park

• C5. West Bottoms Open Space

D. Streetcar Expansion
E. Loop Reimagination 

• E1. North Loop

• E2. South Loop

• E3. Highway 9/Bridging Park and Market
F. Ballpark
G. Street Reimagination

• G1. Downtown Walkability 

• G2. Making Grand “Grand”

• G3. Downtown Alley Enhancement
H. Arts, Cultural, and Historic Destinations

• H1. 18th and Vine

• H2. Union Station/Crown Center District     

• H3. River Market/Riverfront

• H4. West Bottoms
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East-West 
Connections

A1 PASEO GATEWAY CONNECTIONS 
 (INDEPENDENCE AVENUE)

A2  18TH STREET CORRIDOR

A3  12TH STREET CORRIDOR

Improving East-West Connections is at the core of the Plan. For 
decades, major economic growth and economic opportunities in 
Downtown were contained within the loop of the I-35/I-70/I-670 
highways. In recent years, change and development expanded 
north to the Riverfront area and south to the Crossroads Arts 
District, creating a concentration of investment activity from the 
Missouri River to the south end of the UMKC Health Sciences 
District. However, historic and culturally vibrant neighborhoods 
to the east and west of this corridor have not experienced the 
benefi ts of Downtown’s recent growth and evolution. This is due 
to many factors, including physical constraints, historic racial 
policies and biases, and generational patterns of disinvestment.

Improving physical East-West Connections is critical to the 
success of this Plan and will have meaningful, positive impacts 
on the city center’s overall resiliency, trajectory, and economic 
opportunities. It will be critical to engage neighborhood 
organizations, residents, and local businesses in the planning, 
design, and development of these infrastructure improvements 
and investments.

PROJECTS

OVERVIEW

A

A3

A1

While a complete overhaul of east-west connections is 
promoted by this Plan, the Paseo Gateway Connections 
(Independence Ave), 18th Street Corridor, and 12th 
Street Corridor are identifi ed as priority streets that are 
best positioned to create impactful change. 

Enhanced Connection

Catalytic Project 

A2
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TO MOVE THIS PROJECT FORWARD
A1a. Support implementation of the Independence Avenue Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) line as recommended in 

the 2018 KCATA study and make it a priority project.

A1b. Support completion of the Paseo Boulevard/Independence Avenue intersection realignment.

A1c. Initiate environmental and economic impact studies for removing the North Loop and for bringing 
Highway 9 down to grade.

The Paseo Gateway Transformation Plan is a 
catalyst for the balanced, sustained revitalization 
of the Paseo Gateway District in Kansas City and 
its three neighborhoods of Pendleton Heights, 
Paseo West, and Independence Plaza. This plan 
creatively harnesses Downtown revitalization—while 
simultaneously improving the lives of all residents.

The Paseo Gateway includes Paseo West, 
Independence Avenue/Boulevard, and the adjacent 
neighborhoods. Independence Avenue is a major 
east-west thoroughfare that connects Downtown 
with the Historic Northeast area – Kansas City’s 
most culturally diverse corridor. Independence 
Avenue formerly connected eastern neighborhoods 
directly into the River Market neighborhood, but a 
barrier between neighborhoods was created with 
the construction of  Highway 9. Additionally, the 
current use of the corridor as a high traffi c volume 

arterial has exacerbated connectivity issues, creating 
a barrier to pedestrians, cyclists, and micro-mobility 
users. 

In conjunction with the efforts to rethink the North 
Loop and the potential to bring Highway 9 back 
down to grade (per the Bridging Park and Market 
Project feasibility study), the Kansas City Area Transit 
Authority (KCATA) has completed a concept design 
for integrating a future Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) 
service along a redesigned Independence Avenue to 
provide fast and frequent service into Downtown. 
There is an opportunity to promote the continuity of 
Independence Avenue and reconnect and strengthen 
the many different neighborhoods served by this 
important corridor. 

East-West 
Connections

A1 PASEO GATEWAY   
CONNECTIONS

Independence Ave Corridor

Columbus Park

Paseo 
West

Pendleton Heights

Highway 9 to grade (see project E3) 

Paseo Gateway Connections envision enhanced 
connectivity through new BRT facilities to provide 
direct access to River Market and other centrally-
located neighborhoods in the Downtown. 
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A1d. Identify strategies for redevelopment that fi t within the context of the neighborhood(s); fi ll identifi ed 
needs for housing, offi ce, and commercial uses; support existing businesses and housing; and prevent 
displacement. For example, the Chouteau Court site provides an infi ll opportunity that could help 
connect existing neighborhoods, as identifi ed by the ULI-KC Chouteau Court Sites Redevelopment 
Report, September 2020.

A1e. Implement a Complete Streets approach to the redesign, including protected bicycle lanes, narrowed 
vehicular lanes with a center turn lane, new transit and micro-mobility amenities, wider sidewalks with 
enhanced streetscape amenities, and on-street parking to support the existing and proposed commercial 
and mixed-use development. Support place-making improvements currently being planned for the 8th 
& Woodland area.

A1f. Identify opportunities to enhance the existing Independence Avenue  bridge over I-29/I-35 for 
pedestrian/bicycle safety and as a gateway into the Downtown Loop from southbound I-29/I-35.

East-West 
Connections

A1 PASEO GATEWAY  
CONNECTIONS

Connectivity will be futher enhanced via Complete Streets 
infrastructure and amenities to create walkable and bikeable 
environments. These well-designed streets, combined 
with BRT, will help catalyze infi ll development and greater 
Downtown connectivity. 

Upgrades to the existing bridge over I-29/I-35 
can be an opportunity to serve as both a safe 
pedestrian and bike connection while also creating 
an iconic gateway into the Downtown Loop.
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TO MOVE THIS PROJECT FORWARD
A2a. Develop a cohesive design strategy for streetscaping elements that celebrate the unique heritage and 

qualities of the 18th and Vine neighborhood, the Crossroads Arts District, and Crossroads East. 

A2b. Encourage the Keystone Innovation District along the 18th Street corridor to support innovative 
pilot project approaches for new streetscaping elements, transit amenities, and art to reconnect the 
neighborhoods.

A2c. Identify a strategy for the enhancement of Highway 71 overpass aesthetics to minimize the negative 
effects the overhead infrastructure has on the pedestrian experience. This space should be viewed as an 
opportunity for public art, dynamic lighting, and other creative design elements.

18th Street is a major east-west connecting corridor 
between the Crossroads Arts District, Crossroads 
East, and the 18th and Vine neighborhoods. 
Importantly, 18th Avenue is the “Main Street” for 
the Jazz District and is a major spine of retail and 
dining within the Crossroads Arts District, with 
the First Friday gallery walks taking place along the 
corridor. However, the 18th Street corridor suffers 
from diffi cult walking and biking conditions, and the 
Highway 71 underpass creates an uncomfortable 
experience.

18th Street must be a priority for mobility 
improvements to connect the major employers 
and cultural institutions in the Crossroads Arts 
District with the American Jazz Museum, Negro 
Leagues Baseball Museum,  the Black Archives 
of Mid-America Kansas City, and other cultural 
facilities and visitor attractions in the 18th and Vine 
neighborhood. 

East-West 
Connections

A2 18th STREET 
CORRIDOR
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East-West 
Connections

18th Street      
(near Troost) 
looking east

BEFORE/AFTER

Maintaining and showcasing 
the unique character of the 
18th and Vine neighborhood is 
of paramount importance and 
aligns with the plan’s vision of 
an authentic Downtown KC. 

Frontage concept for 
Keystone Innovation 
District (Catalytic 
Project B1)

A2 18th STREET     
CORRIDOR
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TO MOVE THIS PROJECT FORWARD
A3a. Engage with neighborhoods and business owners along the 12th Street corridor from the West Bottoms 

through Paseo West to develop a cohesive streetscape design strategy that complements the Downtown 
Streetscape Standards.

A3b. Implement the two-way protected cycle track facility along this corridor as recommended in the draft 
BikeKC plan for Downtown. Efforts should be undertaken to promote this approach in conjunction with 
revitalizing the physical appearance and amenities along the corridor. 

A3c. Focus on the continuity of design elements and multi-modal facilities along the entire corridor to link 
neighborhoods together. 

12th Street is the only east-west corridor that directly 
spans the entire width of Downtown, extending from 
the West Bottoms neighborhood through the Central 
Business District to Independence Plaza. 12th Street 
also notably connects major Downtown amenities 
such as the Kansas City Convention Center, Barney 
Allis Plaza, the government center, the East Village 
Transit Center, City Hall, the Jackson County 
Courthouse, the Bolling Federal Offi ce Building, and 
several major offi ce towers.

Given the importance of 12th Street, enhancements 
should be made to improve the aesthetic quality, 
safety, and coherence of the entire corridor. Priorities 
should include Complete Street elements such as 
bicycle and transit amenities, drive lane reallocation 
where appropriate, wayfi nding signage and 
consistent street lighting, seating, and landscaping. 

East-West 
Connections

A3 12th STREET      
CORRIDOR
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TO MOVE THIS PROJECT FORWARD
A3d. Encourage the use of dynamic lighting, public art, or tactical urbanism elements to enhance the I-70 

overpass(es) to minimize the negative effects the infrastructure has on the pedestrian experience. 

A3e.    Promote an urban village concept that seamlessly integrates improvements and enhancements made as 
part of the 12th Street Corridor project. 

East-West 
Connections

A3 12th STREET      
CORRIDOR

“Fusion” is the winning submission of the 
2021 ULI Hines Student Competition. 
Created by students from Ryerson University, 
York University and University of Toronto, 
the concept calls for: “Seamlessly fusing the 
East Village, Paseo West, and Kansas City’s 
Downtown Core, Fusion is a welcoming and 
affordable mixed-use development, where 
everyone who wishes to call it home, can. 
Designed around two key pillars, connectivity 
and resilience, this LEED neighborhood 
embodies inclusive and sustainable growth 
within Kansas City.”
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Innovation 
Districts

B

B1  KEYSTONE INNOVATION DISTRICT 

B2 UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI KANSAS CITY   
 (UMKC) HEALTH SCIENCES DISTRICT 

B3  CROSSROADS ARTS DISTRICT

Kansas City has a strong base of innovation that is starting to 
attract national attention. In 2019 Kansas City ranked 9th on 
a list published by Commercial Cafe, a commercial real estate 
resource, demonstrating the nation’s best cities for start-ups. 
However, it also noted that while Kansas City offers a plethora of 
entrepreneurial resources, it still has work to do, particularly with 
available funding for early-stage startups. 

Since then, Kansas City’s innovation culture has evolved and 
expanded. Downtown has two growing innovation districts in the 
creative concentration in the Crossroads Arts District and in the 
research and science cluster at the University of Missouri Kansas 
City Health Sciences District. In addition, a new Innovation hub 
– the proposed Keystone Innovation District – would further 
elevate Kansas City’s entrepreneurial reputation and increase local 
opportunities.   

PROJECTS

OVERVIEW

B2

B1
B3
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TO MOVE THIS PROJECT FORWARD
B1a. Continue to support the Keystone Innovation District as it develops. 

i. Assist the District developer and Keystone Community Corporation to engage the community in its 
plans, supporting neighborhood engagement in its committees.

ii. Advocate for the necessary fi nancing and regulatory permits to enable the District to move forward.

B1b. Ensure that the District provides measurable economic opportunities for neighborhood residents and 
businesses.

i. Develop programs that are specifi cally welcoming to local neighborhood residents and people of color, 
with specifi c programs to help build appropriate tech skills and entrepreneurial support. 

ii. Ensure local community representation in planning and development of the Keystone Innovation 
District.

iii. Cultivate a strong partnership with public schools, particularly middle and high schools, to help 
disadvantaged students of color build skills that help them participate in the tech economy and access 
higher education. Connect with existing training programs and local schools in the district such as  
STEAM Village, Alta Vista school, and Lincoln Academy.

iv. Provide affordable commercial live/work and studio spaces for local businesses and non-profi t 
organizations.

v. Develop strong relationships with entrepreneurial initiatives exemplifi ed by programs like the Digital 
Sandbox and Launch KC and make participation in any of their programs easily accessible for students, 
women, and minority entrepreneurs.

A diverse and thriving innovation community in 
Downtown KC can continue to be fostered with the 
support of major universities, philanthropic leaders, 
corporations, and entrepreneurs. The District’s 
proposed location at 18th and Troost Avenue – 
between the Historic 18th  and Vine Cultural District, 
Crossroads Arts District, UMKC Health Sciences 

District, and Downtown business core – is an ideal 
location for a center of creativity and entrepreneurial 
energy. This new district would signifi cantly advance 
Kansas City’s reputation as a center of innovation 
and is critical for Downtown’s economic future.

Innovation 
Districts

B1 KEYSTONE 
INNOVATION DISTRICT

The District will be a hub of 
entrepreneurship, skills training, 
education, events, and other 
enriching activities.
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Innovation 
Districts

TO MOVE THIS PROJECT FORWARD
B1c. Leverage the development of the Innovation District to support adjacent physical improvements. 

i. Complement and support the neighborhood by respecting and enhancing existing character and 
implementing proactive measures that prevent and minimize displacement. 

ii. Prioritize multi-modal access in site and building design, especially from the immediate neighborhood, 
and plan for a variety of modes, including walking, biking, and transit, in addition to cars.

iii. Invest in 18th Street to bridge the gap between the Crossroads Arts and Vine Street districts. This could 
include infrastructure upgrades and/or potential redesign as a fl exible street.

iv. Look for opportunities to include implementation of a section of the Greenline as plans for the 
Innovation District are developed. Keystone Innovation District 

concept: a campus that blends into 
the existing urban fabric. 

B1 KEYSTONE 
INNOVATION DISTRICT
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TO MOVE THIS PROJECT FORWARD
B2a. Support the emerging growth of the medical research 

district by periodically meeting with representatives of the 
sector. The goal would be to build relationships, share 
information, and develop joint policy, infrastructure, and 
regulatory reform proposals.

B2b. Advocate for better transit connections and walking and 
biking routes to the Health Sciences District.

B2c. Support creation of a Health Sciences Community 
Improvement District and regulatory changes the 
District may need to support lab development or other 
infrastructure.

B2d. Assist in the recruitment of key businesses and 
professionals to the UMKC cluster through offering to 
conduct Downtown tours and introductions when they are 
recruiting scientists and researchers.

The University of Missouri Kansas City Health Sciences 
District is a cooperative partnership formed in 2017 by 
12 neighboring healthcare institutions, including Truman 
Medical Centers, University Health, Children’s Mercy 
and the UMKC Health Sciences Campus. The district 
collaborates on research, grants, community outreach, 
and shared wellness for its 16,000 employees, faculty, 
students, and surrounding neighborhoods. The goal of 
this collective effort is to stimulate new opportunities 

for biomedical research, health professions education, 
community initiatives, and innovative approaches to 
well-being. 

The District has the potential to help attract new talent 
to the Kansas City region, recruit high-caliber clinician-
scientists, move discoveries to the marketplace, create 
jobs, stimulate economic growth, and promote shared 
opportunities around employee health and wellness. 

Innovation 
Districts

B2 UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 
KANSAS CITY HEALTH SCIENCES 
DISTRICT

A medical and technology campus in 
Berlin, Germany. The development is 
well-integrated with its surroundings 
and features modern amenities, 
housing and other features that 
support cutting edge research. 

A fl eet of AV and electric 
vehicles for use on the campus. 58



TO MOVE THIS PROJECT FORWARD
B3a. Track the economic impact of the Crossroads Arts District

i. Partner with a local university or economic development group to develop an economic impact 
study of creative employment in the Crossroads Arts District, documenting size, market 
opportunities, and economic impacts.

ii. Educate the community and City leaders about the District’s importance.
iii. Support the emerging growth of the digital creative sectors by periodically convening 

representatives of the sector to build relationships, share information, and develop policy, 
infrastructure, and regulatory reform proposals.

B3b. Advocate for land-use policies that will ensure that the Crossroads Arts District retains its current 
character and does not transition to a uniform, commoditized district.

i. Adopt land-use policies that preserve the existing historic building stock and limit new investment 
to underutilized parking lots, garages, and vacant land. This approach would allow new investment 
to occur, which will keep the area vibrant, without losing the assets that give it the character it has 
today.

ii. Continue support for the Planned Industrial Expansion Authority overlay district to retain 
affordability of real estate designated as art uses, while enabling the remainder of the district to 
develop. 

The Crossroads Community Association 
is celebrating its 20th anniversary and the 
revitalization of one of Downtown’s most vibrant 
neighborhoods. Over the years, the neighborhood 
has successfully blended new development with 
retaining the artists and artistic character that has 
made it popular.

The Crossroads Arts District includes a 
concentration of creative employers in the 
innovation economy that seek out its authentic, 
cutting-edge, urban environment. Maintaining 
the physical environment and the concentration 
of start-up businesses is critical to maintaining 
the neighborhood’s attraction to artists and other 
creative professionals. 

Innovation 
Districts
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The Crossroads Arts District’s 
popularity can be further bolstered    
to feature vibrant uses and creative 
offi ce spaces. 
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Downtown Parks, 
Open Spaces,    
and Plazas

C

C1 BARNEY ALLIS PLAZA

C2  GREENLINE

C3  BUCK O’NEIL BRIDGE PARK

C4   WASHINGTON SQUARE PARK

C5   WEST BOTTOMS OPEN SPACE

Downtown has experienced signifi cant residential growth over the 
last 20 years, yet there have been relatively minor enhancements 
to the system of parks, plazas, and open spaces during that time, 
especially outside of the Downtown core. There are signifi cant 
unmet needs for new public realm amenities and offerings to 
adequately serve all of Downtown’s neighborhood residents. 
While opportunities are being explored to construct and provide 
programming for Barney Allis Plaza and the South Loop Deck Park 
projects, these facilities alone will not fully satisfy these needs. 

The rest of Downtown’s existing parks, plazas, and open 
spaces need to be reviewed, evaluated, and compared with the 
community’s existing and anticipated future needs. Activation 
and programming of these spaces and features should also be 
explored, including establishing adequate funding sources to 
accommodate long-term operations and maintenance of these 
facilities.

PROJECTS

OVERVIEW

C1

C3

C2

C4

C5

C3C3

C2C2

C4C4

C1C1

C2C2

C4C4
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TO MOVE THIS PROJECT FORWARD
C1a. Advocate for Federal, State, and local funding to complete current plans for the garage and Plaza.

C1b. Encourage ground fl oor retail uses in surrounding buildings that would support Plaza activation.

C1c. Require a robust woman and minority-owned business enterprise (WMBE) and local hire program for 
the garage and plaza construction and procurement.

C1d. Ensure that the Plaza design is a beautiful multifunctional park and festival location and has features that 
will make it well used and well loved by the community.

C1e. Retain the underground parking structure in a form that complements the above-ground park design 
and activities. 

C1f. Include stormwater retention systems as part of the design.

C1g. Develop a strong and well-funded management plan to provide the necessary programming and 
maintenance resources.

Situated adjacent to the Convention Center and the 
Municipal Auditorium, Barney Allis Plaza is a large 
public space in the heart of Downtown KC. Evoking a 
park design from a bygone era, Barney Allis Plaza has 
long been underutilized and structural issues with 
its underground garage have beset the city with high 
maintenance costs. Downtown lacks a large open 
programmable space for festivals and community 
gatherings. If revitalized in the right way, Barney Allis 
Plaza could play this role. 

With the Kansas City Convention Center, Municipal 
Auditorium, and many convention hotels directly 
adjacent to the space, Barney Allis Plaza could 
leverage a multi-block revitalization around the 
site to help anchor a new and vibrant district in 
Downtown. The renovation plans for the Plaza must 
include a strong activation strategy with a variety 
of consistent programming, including concerts, 
festivals, and recreational activities for it to become a 
brandable and high-quality public space for workers, 
residents, and visitors.

Downtown Parks, 
Open Spaces, 
and Plazas

C1 BARNEY ALLIS      
PLAZA

A reimagined Barney Allis Plaza as 
a vibrant open space with diverse 
programmed uses and iconic design, 
elevating its status as one of the great 
American downtown parks. 
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TO MOVE THIS PROJECT FORWARD
C2a. Ensure an inclusive and proactive planning process designed to connect neighborhoods and fulfi ll the 

goals of various neighborhood plans while creating a destination in and of  itself.

i. Identify and prioritize elements of the Greenline Plan that would have the most immediate benefi t for 
each Downtown neighborhood.

ii. Work in partnership with the City, adjacent property owners, businesses, and Downtown 
neighborhoods, especially the east and west neighborhoods. Involve neighborhood leaders, 
organizations, and stakeholders in a grassroots planning process that is neighborhood-driven and 
includes neighborhood history and stories.

iii. Develop a strategy to prevent displacement due to new development that occurs along the Greenline.

C2b. Develop comprehensive designs that have immediately implementable projects, quick wins with 
sustainable impact.

i. Prioritize connecting the neighborhoods to the east and west of the Downtown core. 
ii. Support the development of detailed designs for the Greenline so that the community is prepared to 

leverage potential stimulus funding, private funders, and adjacent development projects.
iii. Identify all the major infrastructure and public redevelopment projects that are adjacent to potential 

connections and work to make Greenline improvements a part of their design.
iv. Educate the developers about the Greenline and how they can contribute to its implementation by 

including Greenline segments as part of their development plans or community benefi ts package.

In 2019, the Downtown Council adopted an exciting 
concept for a “Greenline” around the city center. The 
Greenline, like similar projects around the country, 
proposes to connect people to a green multi-
use pedestrian/bicycle/park network throughout 
Downtown. It will connect and leverage open spaces, 
support family recreation needs, provide shade and 
respite from the weather, promote opportunities for 
green infrastructure, create a more cohesive urban 
fabric, and catalyze adjacent development. It will 
also provide a stage for communities to express their 

unique culture and heritage along the path, fostering 
cross-cultural interaction and appreciation. 

The Plan is an important tool for implementing the 
Greenline plan. This Plan connects the dots between 
Downtown open spaces and parks, provides links 
between neighborhoods, and provides access and 
connections in new and exciting ways that will help 
focus implementation steps for each Greenline 
segment as funding opportunities develop. 

Downtown Parks, 
Open Spaces, 
and Plazas

C2 GREENLINE

McGee Street 
looking north 
toward 20th St. 

BEFORE/AFTER
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TO MOVE THIS PROJECT FORWARD
C3a. Support the private sector and City efforts to explore saving and transforming this structure into an 

urban park amenity.

C3b. Advocate that MoDOT explore additional funding sources and pursue an alternate plan that supports 
Downtown sustainability goals.

For decades, the Buck O’Neil Bridge has served as 
an important and iconic gateway feature leading 
into Downtown from the Northland. It is currently 
slated to be entirely removed as part of the Missouri 
Department of Transportation’s (MoDOT) approved 
plan to replace the bridge with a new bridge 
and interchange ramps. There is an opportunity 
to preserve the two southernmost spans of the 
existing three-span Buck O’Neil bridge structure 
and transform it into a dynamic new urban park 
destination overlooking the Missouri River.

This project will take signifi cant investment 
(estimated at $50 million) for structural repairs 
to the existing structure and construction of this 
park amenity. It will also require a public-private 
partnership to be formed and led by the private 
sector to advance this concept. Prompt coordination 
and momentum toward the realization of this project 
are paramount. The new bridge, scheduled to 
begin construction in 2021, will require signifi cant 
coordination efforts between the city, US Army 
Corp of Engineers, MoDOT and other regulatory 
agencies. These efforts will oversee the design and 
transfer of ownership and establish funding and 
revenue sources for the long-term maintenance and 
operation required to construct this critical piece of 
infrastructure. 

Downtown Parks, 
Open Spaces, 
and Plazas

C3 HISTORIC BUCK 
O’NEIL BRIDGE PARK

The Buck O’Neil Bridge provides an opportunity 
to set a new standard for open space design for the 
Downtown and the region. This vision calls for a 
restoration of the bridge with active uses featured 
along the span of a redesigned linear park. 
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TO MOVE THIS PROJECT FORWARD
C4a. Reconvene the major park stakeholders, including Crown Center and Union Station to drive the 

implementation of the park vision developed by the Parks and Recreation Department.  

C4b. Leverage the opportunity to use the park as an activity zone for the 2023 NFL Draft event at Union 
Station to catalyze the park rehabilitation strategy. 

Washington Square Park is an underutilized and 
unprogrammed green space brimming with potential. 
Located adjacent to the Union Station Streetcar stop 
and surrounded by high-rise residential, hotel and 
offi ce buildings, the park is perfectly positioned as an 
urban oasis for pedestrian activity. The Kansas City 
Parks and Recreation Department engaged a design 
team to develop a vision that expands the current 
footprint of the park and leverages a public-private 

partnership with neighboring property owners to 
sensitively create future development opportunities. 
The vision includes a fl exible grand lawn, refl ecting 
pool, water features, a playground, outdoor 
gathering spaces, terraced seating overlooking the 
rail corridor, and a pedestrian bridge connecting 
north of the tracks.       

Downtown Parks, 
Open Spaces, 
and Plazas

CONCEPT 1 | THE RIDGE Pedestrian Bridge

Iconic Art
Mixed Use Development
Performance Lawn
Parking Garage Entry

Gardens

Ridge Overlook
Art Wall
Gardens

Promenade
Residential Tower

BCBS Building

Transportation/Retail Building
Transit Plaza Bosque
Water & Event Plaza
Food Truck Parking

Mixed Use Development

C4 WASHINGTON      
SQUARE PARK

New concepts for Washington 
Square Park include a redesign of 
the space, which will be framed by 
residential towers that leverage the 
park as a valuable open space asset. 
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TO MOVE THIS PROJECT FORWARD
C5a. Identify an area within the West Bottoms to develop an innovative open space with green infrastructure 

elements that reduce the negative impacts of the combined sewer overfl ow into the Kansas and Missouri 
rivers. 

C5b. Encourage redevelopment of historic buildings to retain the qualities and historic character that make 
the West Bottoms unique.

C5c. Reclaim the Rock Island Railroad Bridge as a destination and trail amenity connecting the West Bottoms 
across the Kaw River to Kansas City, Kansas.

Historically, the West Bottoms, along the fl at 
fl oodplain of the Kansas (Kaw) and Missouri rivers, 
has been a hub for industry and transportation, 
due to its central location within the city, region, 
and country. As industrial practices have shifted, so 
have the activities in the West Bottoms. New retail, 
housing, and family amenities like the Hy-Vee Arena 
have been developed in recent years, capitalizing on 
the neighborhood’s unique history and character. 

As the West Bottoms neighborhood evolves, 
there is an opportunity to address several related 
neighborhood desires and challenges, including 
the need to remove a large number of impermeable 
surfaces, the need for new public gathering and 
green spaces, and the opportunity to reduce 
stormwater runoff and combined sewer overfl ows 
into the adjacent riverways.

Downtown Parks, 
Open Spaces, 
and Plazas

C5 WEST BOTTOMS   
OPEN SPACE

The Rock Island Bridge will span the 
Kaw River and will be repurposed 
with active uses. On the banks of 
the West Bottoms, there are further 
opportunities to build off of the 
character of the area in creating new 
passive open spaces. 

SteelStacks, Bethlehem, PA 

A repurposed industrial site turned 
into an active and passive event 
space. 65



Streetcar 
Expansion

D

D1a. Encourage economic inclusion and diverse 
participation in all aspects of Streetcar planning and 
implementation.      

D1b. Advocate for strong east-west transit options that 
can connect the Streetcar to neighborhoods as part 
of Streetcar extensions.

D1c. Coordinate closely with stakeholders systemwide to 
create a seamless Streetcar customer experience, a 
security presence, and coordinated wayfi nding.

D1d. Continue to advocate for zero-fare box policies for 
the existing Streetcar line and the expansion.

Kansas City has been an innovator in the development of the 
Streetcar line. By linking the Streetcar with Smart City approaches, 
eliminating fares, developing a stable funding source, and spurring 
signifi cant adjacent development, the Streetcar has rightly become 
an unqualifi ed success and a source of enormous community pride 
and support. This success has been recognized nationally and 
funding to expand south and north has been secured. With careful 
planning, both expansion areas are likely to result in a strong return 
on investment and a range of community benefi ts through adjacent 
development, and several projects have already been announced.

The KC Streetcar should continue to be supported with the 
goal that both the north and south expansions are achieved 
with the same economic benefi ts as the original line. There are 
new opportunities with the extensions that should be explored, 
such as incorporating other modes like bus,  biking and walking, 
elevating the importance of east-west connections, mitigating 
against displacement and planning attractive and well-designed 
connection points.

TO MOVE THIS PROJECT FORWARD

OVERVIEW

North and south KC 
Streetcar expansions 
are currently under 
construction. This Catalytic 
Project highlights the 
importance of optimizing 
these investments and 
supports compatible 
private realm development 
while also connecting with 
east-west transit networks. 

Enhanced East-
West Connection

Streetcar Extension and 
new station 66



D1e. Use smart technology, such as free wi-fi  and kiosks to leverage the value created by the KC Streetcar.

D1f. Protect KC Streetcar service travel time and reliability by aggressively implementing past 
recommendations related to Downtown parking management, including transitioning high demand and 
special event locations to paid parking, expanding parking enforcement, and advancing supportive code 
amendments to prevent overbuilding of parking facilities.

D1g. Ensure KC Streetcar and Downtown transit services receive the maximum possible transit signal priority 
to improve service and reliability, giving priority for total passenger throughput as opposed to the 
number of vehicles.

D1h. Support the study of KC Streetcar expansion corridors including the following:

i. Northern routes (Riverfront to I-29/I-35 and North Kansas City)
ii. Downtown east/west routes (Independence Avenue / 18th  St / KCK)
iii. Midtown east/west (31 St /Linwood/39th)
iv. South Kansas City

D1i. Support co-locating of affordable housing near KC Streetcar and rapid transit stops through supportive 
code modifi cations to allow higher density development, reduced and/or eliminated parking 
requirements, and accessory dwelling units in locations served by transit.

D1j. Maximize KC Streetcar development frontage and the quality of the pedestrian environment through 
proactive access management (i.e. reduction in curb cuts during new developments), a widening of 
sidewalks, and a greening of the corridor with expanded green infrastructure and tree plantings.

Streetcar 
Expansion

A development concept 
showing private 
and public realm 
improvements to best 
leverage KC Streetcar 
expansions. 

Infi ll mixed-use

Synergy between 
BRT stops and 
Streetcar

Enhanced 
pedestrian 
crossings

Street trees

Walkable 
streetscape

Affordable 
housing

Active ground 
fl oor uses

Rooftop gardens 
and open space

“Smart kiosk”

Streetscape enhancement and high-
density apartment housing along a 
streetcar line 
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Loop 
Reimagination

E

E1 NORTH LOOP

E2  SOUTH LOOP

E3  BRIDGING PARK AND MARKET:                                   
 THE HIGHWAY 9 PROJECT

Reimagining the I-169/ I-70/I-670 corridors (i.e., the North and 
South loops and the related vision for Highway 9,) could be the 
most important projects to reimagine and reposition Downtown 
economically for the next 50 years. Removing or minimizing these 
barriers presents opportunities to improve vehicular, pedestrian, 
bicycle, and transit connections, as well as provide cohesive visual 
connections to the River Market and the Crossroads District. Both 
projects unlock land for development by mitigating, condensing, 
lidding, or removing the interstates. The North Loop currently 
occupies a large amount of land and constructing a freeway lid 
over the South Loop presents an opportunity for creating a great 
public open space. Importantly, the North Loop project can also be 
designed to help solve the major regional environmental problem 
of combined sewer overfl ow, which impacts the northern part of 
Downtown as well as the greater Missouri river shed.

The North and South loops and the overpasses of Highway 9 are 
prominent Downtown design features. They are also antiquated, 
dangerous, and frustrating barriers between neighborhoods and 
the subject of plans and dreams for decades. In 2017 the Mid-
America Regional Council began a concerted effort to analyze 
opportunities and get community input on how to look “Beyond 
the Loop”. The Downtown Council has an opportunity to catalyze 
projects for both short- and long-term implementation and begin 
the process of developing design and funding strategies.

PROJECTS

OVERVIEW

E1

E3

E2
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TO MOVE THIS PROJECT FORWARD
E1a. Identify opportunities for short-term, low-cost projects that would show progress while advancing 

to larger goals, including strategies to reduce freeway barriers, creative improvements for freeway 
underpasses, new signage, transit access, and pedestrian and bicycle amenities. 

E1b. Advocate for the required engineering studies to advance the project.

E1c. Work with neighborhood leaders to identify ways to integrate new development and public spaces into 
the existing neighborhoods.

E1d. Seamlessly integrate transit with particular emphasis on the Streetcar, future Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) 
lines, bicycle infrastructure and pedestrian networks. 

E1e. Explore connecting this central greenway feature to the region’s trail networks, the proposed Greenline, 
and other multi-modal connection opportunities.

The footprint and function of the North Loop have 
negatively impacted the fabric and connectivity of 
the Downtown core, River Market area, and the 
Columbus Park neighborhoods. With its initial phase 
completed in 2018, the Beyond the Loop Planning 
and Environmental Linkages study provided an 
option for the complete removal of the North Loop 
with new urban development, a system of connected 
public spaces, and an integrated environmental 
strategy to enhance Downtown. A vibrant new 
development district can be created to reconnect 
the River Market to the core of Downtown by using 
an integrated smart stormwater system as a central 
amenity and organizing design feature, complete 
with connected trails, landscaped walkways, and 
activated open spaces. 

Loop 
Reimagination E1  NORTH LOOP

North Loop Existing North Loop Proposal

Inner East Loop, Rochester, 
New York: An example of 
a freeway transformation 
resulting in an at-grade 
boulevard.

Inner East Loop, Rochester, 
New York: An example of 
a freeway transformation 
resulting in an at-grade 
boulevard.

Inner East Loop, Rochester, 
New York: An example of 
a freeway transformation 
resulting in an at-grade 
boulevard.
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TO MOVE THIS PROJECT FORWARD
E2a. Continue to advocate for future implementation of this initiative to reconnect the Central Business 

District with the Crossroads Arts  District.

E2b. Identify the economic development benefi ts that could be achieved by this project, including 
opportunities for this to be led by the private sector as a public-private partnership while determining an 
appropriate level of public investment to move it forward.

E2c. Determine the ongoing operation and maintenance costs and related funding mechanisms needed to 
support the anticipated park programming efforts to ensure it can serve the needs of the community 
long-term.

The Central Business District and the Crossroads 
Arts District are currently divided by the below-
grade I-670 freeway. Both neighborhoods also lack 
public parks and plazas. The 2018 South Loop 
study – conceived to help unite these two important 
urban communities together with a public realm 
green space – proposed placing a lid over a three- 
or four-block long span, which would include a 
destination park with gardens, an open green lawn, 
a playground, public art, and outdoor seating with 
shade structures.

E2 SOUTH LOOPLoop 
Reimagination

South Loop Existing South Loop Proposed

Klyde Warren Park, Dallas, Texas: An 
example of a freeway “cap” to create a 
iconic open space and spark adjacent 
catalytic development. 70



TO MOVE THIS PROJECT FORWARD
E3a. Continue studying the feasibility of bringing Highway 9 down to grade between the Missouri River and 

the Central Business District.

E3b. Engage River Market and Columbus Park neighborhood leaders and residents and ensure new 
development in Highway 9 footprint meets their needs and goals and includes strategies to avoid 
displacement. 

E3c. Integrate multi-modal transit along Highway 9 and Independence Avenue. 

As an interconnected part of the North Loop, 
Highway 9 serves a major arterial highway bringing in 
commuters from the north into Downtown. Like the 
North Loop, Highway 9 has been a barrier between 
the River Market and Columbus Park neighborhoods 
for decades and has inhibited development 
immediately adjacent to the roadway. 

The 2018 Beyond the Loop study recommended 
that Highway 9 be brought down to grade to 
better integrate into the urban environment and 
provide land that is ripe for new development. The 
city recently commissioned an additional study 
exploring options for implementing this project, 
which included extensive community engagement. 
Although this feasibility study did not recommend a 
fi nal solution, options to move the project forward 

are still available to be evaluated and determined in 
conjunction with the eventual confi guration of the 
North Loop area.

E3 BRIDGING PARK  
AND MARKET: THE 
HIGHWAY 9 PROJECT

Loop 
Reimagination

Octavia Blvd, San Francisco, 
California: This example illustrates 
an elevated freeway brought to-
grade and enhanced with tree-
lined trees and increase cross-town 
connectivity.

Highway 9 Existing

Before After 71



Ballpark
F Baseball grew up in America’s cities and early parks were embedded in urban 

neighborhoods and districts. In the 1950s, 60s and 70s, nearly all Major League 
ballparks across the country, including Kansas City’s Kauffman Stadium, followed 
customers out to the suburbs. This trend started to reverse toward the turn of the 
20th century, sparked by the opening of Baltimore’s Camden Yards in 1992, which 
was a milestone in modern urban ballpark design. Camden Yards and the downtown 
ballparks that followed helped to leverage the renaissance of cities and downtowns and 
became a beloved part of the urban fabric.

Cities that have developed Downtown ballparks have experienced substantial 
secondary economic development.  These unique assets have a multiplier effect 
in an urban context, and Kansas City has an opportunity to build a state-of-the-art 
urban ballpark in Downtown with new and enthusiastic owners who value the urban 
experience. This effort should build on Kansas City’s rich baseball heritage with the 
Negro Baseball Museum and the Urban Youth Academy. The Downtown community 
will need to work with team ownership and other partners to develop an innovative, 
premier baseball facility that will be a source of pride for Kansas City and establish a 
thriving partnership with its neighborhood and community. 

OVERVIEW

F1a. Support community economic development goals

i. Develop a best-in-class job training and entrepreneur program at the new Ballpark, 
actively seeking and supporting local businesses and local hires, especially from 
African-American and other communities that are underrepresented in the 
economy.

ii. Require a strong Women and Minority Owned Business Enterprise (W/MBE) and 
local hire program for Ballpark construction and procurement.

iii. Establish a strong contractor and construction worker training program.
iv. Develop strategies to address increasing property values and to prevent 

displacement in the surrounding neighborhood.
v. Consider a strong component of mixed-use development, such as hotel, offi ce and 

residential, as part of or directly adjacent to the stadium.

TO MOVE THIS PROJECT FORWARD

A vision for a Downtown 
KC ballpark: embedded 
in an urban context, 
complete with 
active frontages and 
highlighting Kansas City’s 
rich baseball history. 

Negro Leagues Baseball Museum, 18th and Vine
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F1b. Integrate the new Ballpark seamlessly into its 
neighborhood, respecting the surrounding 
urban form.

i. Ensure that all sides of the facility are 
welcoming and have a vibrant street 
presence with no blank walls.

ii. Ensure that the stadium design weaves into 
the fabric of Downtown and surrounding 
neighborhoods, with active edges and 
plazas.

iii. Design for multi-modal stadium access, 
ensuring that baseball fans have many 
choices on how to get to the stadium.

F1c. Highlight and support Kansas City’s rich 
sports history in the stadium and with 
community investments. 

i. Highlight Kansas City’s baseball heritage and 
the history of the Negro Baseball leagues at 
the new stadium. The history of the Negro 
Leagues should become an important part of 
the brand and identity for the new Ballpark, 
and the new stadium should support this 
important cultural icon.

ii. Improve Vine Street to enhance connections 
to the Negro Baseball Museum and the 
Major League Baseball academy.

iii. Leverage sports tourism opportunities, 
attracting visitors to Downtown’s sports 
attractions including the Negro Leagues 
Baseball Museum and the College Basketball 
Experience. 

Ballpark
Affordable and Mixed 
Income-Housing

Bars and 
Restaurants

Hotels

Baseball History 
Museum/Exhibits

Mixed-Income 
Housing

Transit Connections

Active Plaza

Bars and 
Restaurants

Flexible Street Design, 
Game Day Closure

Conceptual rendering of 
potential uses, elements 
and adjacencies for a new 
downtown Ballpark. 

Corporate Headquarters
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Street 
Reimagination

G

G1 DOWNTOWN WALKABILITY

G2  MAKING GRAND “GRAND”

G3  DOWNTOWN ALLEY ENHANCEMENT    
 (GRAND/WALNUT - OLD RAILROAD ALLEY)

Great cities are experienced on foot. Downtown KC has the 
potential to become a terrifi c walkable city. Its vibrant and distinct 
neighborhoods, its architecture, the fountains, the murals, 
the human scale – are all important elements of a wonderful 
pedestrian experience.

However, like many American cities, on many streets in Downtown 
KC the priority is given to the car, not the pedestrians. During 
the COVID-19 pandemic, the sidewalks and their potential for 
outdoor dining and safe, healthy recreation were re-discovered, 
and it will be a priority to retain and expand the changes that made 
this possible. In rethinking public space, we can look to overlooked 
hidden gems, like alleys, and revive good urban design plans that 
have been gathering dust but have the power to make signifi cant 
positive change.

PROJECTS

OVERVIEW

G2

G1

G3
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TO MOVE THIS PROJECT FORWARD
G1a. Advocate keeping COVID-19 regulatory changes that improved Downtown walkability and retail 

opportunity. 

i. Review commercial load zone signage and pricing to accommodate restaurant pick-up zones for 
deliveries. 

ii. Make permanent the fl exible policies implemented during COVID-19 for outdoor dining, including 
parklets, open streets and play streets.

Walkability is an essential ingredient of a great city 
center. However, pedestrians in Downtown KC 
currently encounter many missing, cramped, and 
broken sidewalks; diffi cult connections to major 
activity centers like the Riverfront; and a lack of 
clear and safe connections, especially to adjacent 
neighborhoods to the east and west. Building from 
its base of historic human-scale neighborhoods – 
combined with key interventions – Downtown has 
the potential to be a truly walkable and vibrant urban 
core. 

The City has already made a commitment to 
walkability, clearly stated in the Greater Downtown 
Area Plan. To promote strong and growing residential 
communities, it will be essential to have sidewalks 

and pedestrian pathways that safely accommodate 
residents with mobility challenges and provide 
comfortable and easy connections to local shopping, 
parks, and green spaces. A recent project reimagining 
Walnut Street as a fl exible street through the City 
Market illustrates how a creative solution can address 
several concerns, including the business needs in the 
market, traffi c fl ows, and pedestrian enjoyment and 
safety. 
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WALKABILITY
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G1b. Increase Downtown walkability and pedestrian safety.

i. Advocate for Vision Zero policies that reduce speeds Downtown.
ii. Consider piloting events such as no-car Sundays to experiment with removing cars from Main and 

Delaware Streets and to activate the street for pedestrians and bikes.
iii. Incorporate Universal Design principles that support use by people of all abilities for all Downtown 

sidewalks.
iv. Develop a plan and implementation priorities by working with different user groups including 

Downtown residents, artists, people with disabilities, and leaders from adjacent neighborhoods.
v. Prioritize City investment in sidewalk improvements for walkability, street shade, shelters, and benches, 

and continue to advocate through the Public Improvements Advisory Committee (PIAC) process for 
the City’s capital projects list.

vi. Continue to advocate for the conversion of one-way streets to two-way streets per the City adopted 
two-way street conversion plan. 
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G1c. Improve the design quality of Downtown sidewalks.

i. Review the 2005 Downtown Streetscape plan, the Grand Boulevard Plan “Making Grand, Grand”, and 
the 20th Street plan, and advocate for the implementation of relevant plan projects and proposals.

ii. Work with the Kansas City Design Center, using Universal Design proposals as a starting point, 
review and update streetscape design guidelines for Downtown and work with the City to support the 
guidelines.

iii. Contact developers of Downtown projects to inform them of existing city ordinances regarding 
requirements to ensure the streetscape regulations are followed while implementing their development 
projects.

iv. Continue to advocate for Complete Streets policies that would leverage capital projects to improve 
walkability and bike routes.
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TO MOVE THIS PROJECT FORWARD
G2a. Implement the Grand Boulevard Streetscape Plan.

G2b. Work with property owners of underutilized parking lots along the corridor to leverage future 
development as a catalyst for additional sidewalk improvements. 

G2c. Encourage the City department of Parks and Recreation to consider this iconic corridor’s potential to be 
a showcase Complete Street in its network of historic and beautiful parkways and boulevard system.

Grand Boulevard has been an important north-
south vehicular connection for Downtown KC for 
many years. The Making Grand “Grand” study 
envisioned a balanced approach to corridor design 
for pedestrians, cyclists, drivers, and the urban 
environment. 

The City recently advanced the fi rst step in making 
this a Complete Street by incorporating a bike facility 
along Grand Boulevard from 20th Street in the 
south to Missouri Street to the north, connecting 

Crown Center, the Crossroads Arts District, the 
Central Business District, and the River Market. This 
is an important fi rst phase, but many improvements 
remain to be implemented, including planting trees, 
widening sidewalks, adding landscaped planters, 
incorporating stormwater management, and creating 
public art and spaces for pedestrians to connect and 
socialize.

G2 MAKING 
GRAND “GRAND”
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TO MOVE THIS PROJECT FORWARD
G3a. Partner with the Kansas City Design Center to develop creative ideas and a vision to transform the alley.

G3b. Meet with property owners to understand daily operations and needs and opportunities to activate the 
alley side of their buildings.

G3c. Discuss the idea of partnering with local artists to create murals and paintings that draw people to the 
alley. 

G3d. Create a committee that touches all parts of the design (architecture, landscape architecture, artist, civil 
engineer) to guide the process.  

Alleys are important connectors and functional 
elements in an urban environment. This proposed 
alley transformation is both a pedestrian linkage and 
a destination. The alley between Grand Boulevard 
and Walnut Street has a unique quality because it 
connects two future iconic destination park spaces 
– the transformed Washington Square Park to the 
south and the South Loop to the north. The alley 
would intersect with the Greenline and serve as a 
pedestrian north-south artery for the Crossroads 
Arts District. 

The alley is currently used for service functions 
as well as vehicle parking, but it has the capacity 
to transform into a public realm amenity. The 
alley corridor can become an arts destination and 
refl ect the Crossroads Arts District’s aesthetic 
with a tapestry of murals and sculptures as well as 
restoration of the historic signage for the old rail 
spur. Buildings can be re-developed to address 
the alley, creating seating elements and new retail, 
bar, and restaurant spaces, and through creative 
environmental design that can address stormwater 
quality improvements.

G3 DOWNTOWN 
ALLEY ENHANCEMENT
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Arts, Cultural, 
and Historic 
Destinations

H Downtown KC is rich in culture and history, and several of 
the most important cultural landmarks are in Downtown 
neighborhoods.  The West Bottoms and the River Market 
showcase the city’s historic beginnings as a railroad, stockyard, 
and commercial trading center at the confl uence of the Missouri 
and Kaw rivers. In the early 1900s, journalists compared Kansas 
City to Paris partly due to its vibrant music scene in the 18th and 
Vine neighborhood, a birthplace of jazz and musicians such as 
Count Basie, Charlie Parker, and Mary Lou Williams. Kansas City 
is also the birthplace of Hallmark cards, whose campus sits at an 
intersection with several other important landmarks including 
Union Station and the National World War I Memorial.

The city’s deep-seated cultural roots continue to add color to 
Downtown KC.  The history and culture embodied in these 
neighborhoods contribute to the kind of placemaking and unique 
urban experiences that draw people to live, work, play, and invest 
in Downtown. The vibrancy of each of these neighborhoods 
is fragile, and they will need attention and support to preserve 
important community assets and reach their economic and societal 
potential.

OVERVIEW

H1 18TH AND VINE

H2  UNION STATION/CROWN CENTER DISTRICT

H3  RIVER MARKET AND RIVERFRONT

H4  WEST BOTTOMS

FOCUS AREAS

H3
River Market 

and Riverfront

H1
18th and Vine

H4
West Bottoms

H2
Union Station / 
Crown Center

H2
Union Station / 
Crown Center

H1
18th and Vine

H4
West Bottoms

H3
River Market 

and Riverfront
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TO MOVE THIS PROJECT FORWARD
H1a. Support the initiatives of the 18th and Vine community organizations to promote and protect their 

heritage and cultural assets.

H1b. Advocate that the innovation districts and the Ballpark include jobs and entrepreneurial support and 
opportunities for residents and businesses in the 18th and Vine District through setting W/MBE goals 
and developing community benefi t commitments.

H1c. Support economic development efforts that strengthen the businesses and real estate values in the 18th 
and Vine District.

H1d. Support development in the District that fi ts within the character of the neighborhood, involves 
neighborhood organizations and leaders and addresses the demands for a variety of housing, retail, 
commercial, and services.  

Bound by covenants and deed restrictions, African 
American Kansas Citians were prohibited from 
moving south of 27th Street during the fi rst half of 
the 20th century. The 18th & Vine area became the 
heart of Kansas City’s Black business enterprises 
and many of the buildings were built and designed 
by African Americans. 18th and Vine is now 
internationally recognized as a UNESCO City of 
Music. The area is also well known for the creation 
of a pioneering style of jazz during the 1920s and 
30s, and the original baseball stadium for the Negro 
Leagues’ Monarchs was located nearby.

“Urban Renewal” in the 1950s devastated 
the neighborhood community and business 
infrastructure, and the impacts are still felt today. 
Support for the 18th and Vine neighborhood benefi ts 
the entire Downtown in many ways. Developing a 
strong relationship between the Downtown core and 
the 18th and Vine neighborhood should be a priority.

Arts, Cultural, 
and Historic 
Destinations
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TO MOVE THIS PROJECT FORWARD
H2a. Improve pedestrian connections between the four entities, with particular attention to the needs of 

families and people with mobility issues.

H2b. Ensure safe pedestrian connections from the Streetcar stop to all parts of the District.

H2c. Improve pedestrian and bicycle connections for the District to the UMKC Health Sciences District. 

This dynamic district contains Union Station, Crown 
Center, Washington Square Park, and the National 
World War I Museum at Liberty Memorial. Union 
Station has been a central transportation hub for the 
Midwest since 1914. It is also the location for public 
celebrations, like the 2015 Royals World Series and 
2020 Chiefs Super Bowl victories, as well as for 
protest and civic action, as demonstrated during the 
Black Lives Matter protests. Union Station is also a 
hub of culture, education, and entertainment with 
national exhibits, 3D movies on the Extreme Screen, 
and Science City. 

The National WWI Museum and Liberty Memorial 
is dedicated to remembering, interpreting, and 
understanding the Great War and its enduring 
impact on the global community. Washington Square 
Park, located adjacent to Crown Center, is a 5-acre 
area of open space with grass, trees, and pathways.

Crown Center is the global headquarters campus for 

Hallmark Cards and is also an innovative experiment 
in urban planning. The development includes hotels, 
residences, a park, and shops, designed by many 
noted architects and landscape architects. Today, 
the shopping and entertainment complex features 
three levels of shops and restaurants, a set of grand 
open-air fountains, live theaters, an ice-skating rink, 
and over-street walkways leading throughout the 
complex and to Kansas City’s Union Station. 

All four of these important community assets are 
literally across the street from one another, but due 
to the complexity of the rail yards and major arterials, 
it is very diffi cult for pedestrians and bicyclists to 
navigate the district and move from one attraction to 
the other.

Arts, Cultural, 
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TO MOVE THIS PROJECT FORWARD
H3a. Continue to support housing and mixed-use development in the River Market and adjacent 

neighborhoods.

H3b. Engage the River Market neighborhood in discussions about major transportation projects including the 
North Loop and Highway 9, and the reconstruction of the Buck O’Neil Bridge. 

H3c. Support continued mixed-use, sustainable development at the Riverfront by PortKC.

H3d.   Implement the River Market Streetscape Plan.

H3e.   Continue implementation of parking management strategies.

H3f.    Continue to support the KC Streetcar extension to the Riverfront, as well as improved bicycle and 
pedestrian connections to the Riverfront and Columbus Park from the River Market.

Downtown KC extends north to the Missouri 
River - where the city was founded.  This area, 
including what is now called the Riverfront was 
once bustling with homes and businesses. But over 
time the city developed south, and the Riverfront 
became neglected and even contaminated. PortKC 
has turned this previously undeveloped land into 
a mixed-use, world-class part of Downtown. The 
Riverfront is now being developed as a diverse 
new neighborhood that extends Downtown to the 
Missouri River.

When complete, the 55-acre riverfront will feature 
more than 5 million square feet of mixed-use, offi ce, 
residential, and retail space. This area also includes 
the River Market District and City Market.

The City Market has a rich history dating back to 
1857 as a site for commerce, horse-trading, political 

rallies, revivals, medicine shows, and circuses. It 
is now the region’s largest farmers market with a 
diverse collection of retail, restaurant, and wholesale 
business. City Market is in the River Market 
District and has benefi ted from the housing and 
commercial redevelopment in the District and nearby 
neighborhoods, and by improvements along the 
riverfront such as Richard Berkley Riverfront Park.

The River Market District is bounded by freeways 
that separate it from its adjacent neighborhoods. 
This makes it diffi cult for neighborhood customers 
to walk to the City Market. The Streetcar, which 
connects the District through Downtown to Union 
Station, has benefi ted the City Market by making it 
easy for people living and working in the Downtown 
core to access the City Market. Its extension will be 
important to the River Market’s future.
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TO MOVE THIS PROJECT FORWARD
H4a. Work with the West Bottoms Neighborhood organizations to improve streetscapes, pedestrian, bicycle 

connections, and wayfi nding signage between the Downtown core and West Bottoms and implement 
the West Bottoms Streetscape and Wayfi nding Plan. 

H4b. Support preserving important historical resources and the neighborhood’s industrial history.

H4c. Engage West Bottoms Neighborhood leaders in the Downtown strategic plan implementation, 
Downtown economic development strategies and marketing initiatives.

H4d.   Identify and create open space opportunities in the West Bottoms. 

The historic West Bottoms neighborhood, near the 
confl uence of the Missouri and the Kansas Rivers, 
is in the midst of a transition from an industrial area 
to an exciting mixed-use neighborhood. In addition 
to the traditional industrial uses, visitors will fi nd art 
galleries, restaurants, new housing, and the largest 
vintage and antique market in the country.

Steep topography, fl ood control measures, and 
the heavy rail network have made connections 
to adjacent neighborhoods in both Kansas City, 

Missouri and Kansas City, Kansas diffi cult. As a 
result, access, particularly for pedestrians and 
bicyclists, is challenging. The neighborhood also 
lacks green spaces and other amenities to serve the 
growing residential population.  
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IMPLEMENTATION
Turning the Imagine Downtown KC 2030 Strategic Plan into action requires collaboration, creativity, and 
the strategic use of resources. 

The Downtown Council of Kansas City will partner with a broad range of stakeholders, including the City 
of Kansas City, Missouri, to spearhead efforts and provide support to others during the implementation of 
the plan’s Transformative Strategies and Catalytic Projects. This will require a partnership between these 
agencies and other public, nonprofi t, philanthropic, educational, residential, and private organizations.

Over this period, several factors such as market conditions, fi nancial resources, and political priorities 
will affect the timing of implementation. The Downtown Council and its partners should be focused but 
remain fl exible enough to take advantage of unexpected opportunities while ensuring coordinated, strategic 
decision-making and investments.

The Implementation Matrix identifi es a path forward for the Kansas City community to implement the 
Transformative Strategies and Catalytic Projects and realize the shared vision and goals for Downtown KC 
in 2030. The Implementation Matrix identifi es near-term efforts focused on pandemic recovery, as well as 
ongoing work that will support longer-term goals and projects.
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I M P L E M E N T A T I O N    |    seven

 INTENTIONAL AND 
SUSTAINED COLLABORATION 
Many of the plan recommendations will 
require years of ongoing collaboration 
between dedicated and tenacious public and 
private sector partners and the community. 
Therefore, a strong network of professionals 
and stakeholders should be established to 
implement the key priorities and projects noted 
above. This collaborative team would regularly 
work together over the coming years to achieve 
plan recommendations. To be successful, the 
team should be focused on:

FUNDING AND COORDINATION 
• The Transformational Strategies and Catalytic 

Projects will require funding from multiple 
sources including the private, public, and 
non-profit sectors 

• Prioritize and align projects and 
recommendations with partner budgeting 
timelines and cycles 

• Assign responsibilities to appropriate lead 
agencies and private partners, informing 
strategic plans and annual work programs 

• Set and commit to regular meeting cadence 

ENGAGEMENT AND TRACKING  
• Design a complimentary engagement process 

to inform and involve the community on 
progress and advancement 

• Engaging with the community to help inform 
prioritization of actions, updating and 
educating about opportunities, projects, 
policies, and programs 

• Establish metrics and milestones to track and 
report on progress




